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ence
year-old black male, drove the the fence surrounding Banneker aliocked and taken by suprise
stolen vehicle west bound on W High School · track and field and when the incident occurred. ''It
~· ieJ tct ~ Hilltop
was just like a scene from a
St., a<ljacent to the School of Medi- ran west on 7th !Street.
Arresting oflicer Kevin Welsh movie," said sophomore Selina
A portion of Howard Univer- cine; north bound on 6th St. School
aity campus 9'Perienced a brief of Engineering, and then turned then chased the defendant for Willia. "At least the guy had
cliaruption yeotft"y 88 a chaae be- west on Howard Place by the approximately five to six blocks enough decency .to beep so stuSchool of Social Work heading where he was apprehended at 926 dents could get out o~ his way.''
tween a stolen car and two Metro. towards Georl(ia Ave. .
Euclid Street and arrested on the
'
politan Police Eae"' took place
charge
of
unauthorized
use
of
a
veOthers believe that the chase
The pUl'Buit by automobile enon three un1v,~ty streets.
ded and began on foot as the de- hicle. The charge carries a poaaible gives support to the need for a
closed or a high security campus.
At apprllximately 12:10 p._m., fendant cnahed the stolen vehicle, one to three year jail sentence.
the defendant,/ described 88 a 20- a beige 1984 Nissen Sentra, into - Students and onlookers were Ella Armstrong, a chemistry/pre-
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.Truth Hall, ar.nijng to police recordo .

Cartwrigh was in her room
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8:30 p.m. anti. 9 p.m. while Tonya
Trotter, of ~09 Truth Hall, was
taking a shorer in the bath tub.
"I ahower<!d for about a minute
in the tub when I heard a noise,"
aaid Trotter./"! pulled the curtain
and a man ]"II.a atan_d ing there."
After acreapiing, he hurriedly
crawled under the st.Ml door, and
escaped, she)said. ,
When asked about security,
eome of the fesidents replied th.a t
they were oc8red and felt that the
Quad ien'~ secure enough .
CarlaDillan\resident aaaistant of
third lloor ot)Truth hall and Char' lene Barr ~nt aaaiatant of the
fourth tloor w1lked between Bethune and
dall Halla ann
Jumped the fenee out ·o f Curiosity.
Dillard, whd i8 5'1 aaid, "I could
have easily .b.Jed the wall if! had
on t.ennis
Many residents
said they ~ve seen males in between the g~tea that connect the·
aide entrance of the halls. ,
Director bf Security, Billy T .
Norwood. $aid security ie the
1 ooponsibility of the student and
the aecurit!Y guard. Security is
, handled to ~e beet of its ability
with the o~cers available, he said.
One office~ 1 patrols between the
Quad and Bethune Hall
ISecuncy oian·t do anythtng when
a resident ihvit.ee and signs a gueet in," aaidlNorwood. 'There have
been two "llm!e"' in the Quad in
1971 and in\1974. In both ca•ea the
murderer "'ias signed in 88 a guest.
The reeide11t muat do their part to
protect the;r home.•
NOi wood!agzeoo that the eolution to the problem is more security; however, .... long aa we are in
the aituatiqn we are in, we need to
all do our part in protecting our
home," he ' ·d.
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HUSA pr1 ±lv't Emf?rY Calhoun .tanch nut to • etudent after bre•kinr into the Tubman Quaidrancle'• wuhroom
to prove that the feat could be accompU.hed.

HUSA President Ridicules
Security, Breaks 111: Quad .
John Brazington
Hilltop Staff Report.er

In a staged event, Emory
Calhoun, Howard University's
Student Aaaociation president
and a Hilltop photographer
broke into the Tubman Quadrangle Wednesday morning
around 2 a.m.
Calhoun at noon addreaaed
· about 80 students in front oftl)e
Armour J . Blackbum Student
Center concerning his actions
for the break-in.
"I thank God for allowing me
to get out of the Quad without
being beat-up by security," he
aaid that reference was made
directly concerning an alleged
incident in which a Howard student was beat-up by Howard
security last week.
After the address Calhoun
said in an interview that he had
staged the incident to prove a
point. "yea, (I did it on purpose)
... to demonatrate that 24-hour
security needs to be at all the
. university's domtitories. I am
willing to work with the administration and security and
8how them where security
needs to be stationed."
Billy T. Nowrood, director of
-unty, aaid in a telephone interview he was unaware that
Calhoun bad broken into the

•

Since automobile thel\ i8 steodily on the climb in the Howard Uni·
versity area, the police department warns all commuting Btu·

dents to take all precautiona in
aafeguardiilg their vehicles from
· the poaaibility of auto thel\.

HUSA Funds
Former· ·de
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C~rtwr1ght, )a resident at 208

1
studying when
ahe walked down
the ball to visit.someone for about
five minutr•· After hearing
screams and running upstairs"she
ran in her rbom and locked the
door, said C~ght. The police
had cbaaed 84d caught Martin. An
announcem~nt was made moments later for residents to check
their perso~al items because a
watch had belen found. On the bed
where ahe'd Wd her jewlery, only
a pair of
remained. where
she'd .ta.ken off her watch. r
The day *ore, the aeme man

of a radio that could poarbly be ·
stolen aleo. NeitherthedefendBDt_
the involved. police ofticen or witnesses were ittjured u a result.
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A man iden~edas Herman Lee
Martin was '1barged with burglary . after •\"•ling a gold watch
.Friday, Augµst 30 from Nicole
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Sonia Murray
Hilltop
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medicine maj~r, said, "It proves
that if our campus was enclosed
within a fence, half of campus
crime would not happen."
Howard University Security
was totally unaware of the chaae ·
when questioned, but expressed
their willingneBB to assist the Met1opolitan Police had they been
notified.
Found within the crashed vehicle were shot gun shells and parts

Quad that night. He did confirm
th'at Clahoun contacted him
and has scheduled a meeting in
his office today at 2:00 p.m . and
Norwood invited the preBB to
attend the meeting. ''Sure you
deserve to know what is going
on, " h e Bal"d •
Norwood added that other
members of the HUSA office
will also be present at that
meeting.
Calhoun-proposed
in his
speech that a female security
officer should be posted in each
of the female dormitories. ''I got
the idea from talking to several
administrators, and while they
said they shared my concern,
the admitted that the budget is
too tight to put an officer on all
of the freshman floors of the
Quad," he explained.
Calhoun refused to name specifically the administrations
that "h e talked with, but admitted that the conversation
gave him the idea for a preplanned event.
He also refused to pinpoint
the places where easy access exists for intruders to gain entry
to the female dormitory.
Calhoun aaid he would continue to ''hOld rallies on the
y8.rd to address various inadquenciee that exist on the

campus .".
The HUSA president reminded the crowd that in order
for ''positive changes to occur"
the university student government needs the support of the
student body .
"I am a student juat like you
are," he aaid, "I am going to bring you (pointing to the audience) some information, but 1·
need your support."
Most of the freshmen interviewed on Wednesday
appeared to have confidence in
security measures, but said
that more security needs to be
added.
Alecia Barbee, a freshman
majoring in architecture, said,
"I think its pretty tight. I think
right here it is pretty tight," she
aaid, referring to the lobby of
the Quad, wheresecoµity needs
posted on a 24 hour basis.
Calhoun's contention is that
security needs to posted in all of
the Quad dormitoritiea.
Kelli Tate, a sociology major
who also resides in the Quad
was more critical of security. "I
don't see it. I see a . security
guard every now and then," she
said. Tate aaid she feels she
feels pretty aafe, "as long 88 I
know the main door staya lockeontbiued on paae 11

Benjamin Jamel
Hilltop Sta1f Repo......

In its first meeting of the year, a
quorum-leBB General Assembly
(GA) ag1eed to lena former Howard University Student Association (HUSA) official Ambrose
Lane $3,000 in funds to register
for school, pending approval from
the full body next week.
I.ane. a HUSA staffer under the
Chris Cathcart administration,
went before the GA asking for the
funds in order to enroll in school
this semester.
1'he UA passea a motion that
would permit "HUSA to begin processing forms" to pay I.ane's tuition and back bill aaid Chaudlier
Moore , HUSA financial advisor. If
the motion is approved. by the full
body next Tuesday, the Assembly
"will reimbune HUSA $3000 he
added.
Lane would not comment on the
loan when asked WhY be -nt b&- ~
fore the GA to"aai: for the '3,00U.
Although the meeting did not
have a quorum-two-thirds of the
GA or 26 members a quorum was
"declared'' by HUSA President
and GA· Chairman Emory
Calhoun with only nine members
present.
,
Though members publically
said they would consider Lane's

•

request~

privately the7 expz t.1111d
doubt over wh~ther it 'was proper
to lend a atucl,ent money to reg;.
ter.
Keith Henderson, Students
Assembly (UGSA) coordinator,
said he would not vote to ·loan
$3000 to Lane .
"I don't think it's the duty or the.
job of the GA to appropiate funds

''I don't- think it'a
the duty of the GA
•
to appropriate
fund.a to at11denta ''
to individual students," aaid Hendenon.
But Vincent Johna, dean ofStudent·Life and Activitietl, aaid that
. the GA was not violating any rule
if it lent money to individual atudents.
.
In other bUain•••, the GA, ....
cause they could not raach 1
quorum, decided to postpone diacusaion on HUSA'e a••mm'F .U:·
penditures and this years fall
budget until Tuesd•y.
According to HUSA'a financial
report, theyapent$29,659.94ofita
allotted $51,644 this summer,
with $12,428.00 going to executive
salaries and tuition.
"C
•

Lindsey Si
On At
,

s

•

sey plans to take the same show to
Hilltop Staff Reporter
WKYS.
According to Joe Alfinito, public
Melvin Lindse-y, veteran relations director at WKYS, IJndWHUR deejay and host of the pop- aey was at a period in time where
ular "Quiet Storm," has lei\ the he could renegotiate his·contract
station after nine years to sign a with WHUR. Lindsey's lawyer,
million dollar contract with rival Amy Goldeteiti, confirms that
Lindsey was put on 90-day adstation WKYS.
According to sources at WKYS, ministrative leave after his 1aat
Lindsey's contract will earn him show on August 16. In an inan estimated one million dollars, terview with the Washington
over the next five years. It is be- l'oBt, Lindsey stated that he let\
lieved that Lindsey, 30, who WHUR for pel'BOnal growth, not
started his communications career because or any disegt eement with
as a student at Howard, will be- the station.
· WKYS, which baa oonajatently
come the highest paid Black radio
been at the top for the put five
personality in the country.
By instituting a show of roman- rating aeeeone, now hopea to captic urban contemporary music, ture th' evening crowd with the
Lindsey made the "Quiet Storm" acquisition of Lindaey.
Lindsey, who i8 expected to t•ke
famous and baa kept WHUR near
the top in ratings for it& evening the 7 p.m. to midnipt poeition at
show. While there are no p1ane as WKYS, i8 currently on vacation
of yet for WHUR to diacontiilne and could not be reached for comthe "Quiet l:!tonn" program, Lind- ment.
Dwayne Boyd
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Go pel-Spreading 'Messiah' Preys On Sutton Females

•

'

en Grice

~-~

~ho

A men
caJJ.e him·11lf J88U8
CW the M..iahentaedButton
Piasa Su.id&y Auguat 25 after
P""ting tl!rough the front door
.which bacl 'a note that 111+ "No
Viaitatt- 1•
The
identified aa M;chael
Chrio;;I;.r Nichola1 of 1413
Taylor
N.W., waa ooen in the
buiMingr;:••im•tely 3 p.m. After waJki . pest the front d111k he
waa opatt!ICi by reeidenta on the

EJ:.

St.f

......u. Ooor, In l!io Yilit .. t!>e

Messiah, he went from door to door
opreading his own goapel. He also
terrorized female students
throughout the building with loud
ope•king and peculiar actiona.
D11cribed as utremely polite,
Nicbolaa rang Felicia Adam's
dootbell and she let liiin fu. They
were prevtOuaJy acquaint.ea witn
each other when Adam's roommate, Jaquie McAlliater, waa locked out of her room and Nicholas
O!l"ned the door for her by knocking it in laat Wlltk.
After eonvenin1 primarily about himsalf"'he
me ill had a

·•eel

boyfriend," aaid Adams. He then cause you don't know how to treat
took her hand and bruahed qaiat me ri1ht."
,.
"H8 would not. leave me alone,"
her arm and leg witp his body
making sexual advances, she ea.id. aaid Adams. "He cried on the bed
Adame and her roommat.ea iiaked praying that God would send him
him to leave and he did, but re- a cw...-i:or.
,
-·~- "
In order to mpke him leave one
turned later becauae he lei\ his
bicycle.
ofthe l"O<'mmatee asked some male
"I was laying on the bed asleep, reeidents for help. They ""m~ to
and I woke uP'. and there he i8 in the room and converaed with
my lace," aaid Adama. He con- Nichol88 about his actiona and the
tinued to punue her through con- Bible when he aaid, "I 81" the Mversation, and she re aponded with lliah. You don't.believe mejuat like
negative remark.e, ahe aaicl. He got the Pbari1S·ea a Iona time qo diangry and aai!f. "Everything that dn't believe me. If I waan't Jeaua
happens to you, you de11rve be- , Christ then f d !>e the .\!ltid>riat."
•

i

•

He then took his hike and proceeded to aevenil other rooms on
the floor. One of the young men
called security, but before they arrived, Nicholaa tOok his bicycle
and departed from the building. .
About two weeka a10 the
harauer WU barred oft' campus
with cbergae orb! pe··jng after
. a cliaturbance, acmic1n1
~.
cauaing
to a -unty cuan1 ~ the Sh!Ckburn Center, who 11., conlirmed
tliat Nicholaa ia not 1 atudent. "Ht!
clai=11d to be ftom CaliforDia and
thathewaa-kfn1with"""in Fine arta doing children'•

playa," the officer o&id. .
"Howard Uniftlaity -11M 2'"'
hour aecurity for our liateaa." 1id
Eiaory Calhoun, pr r1ident al Ibo
Howard Univeraity Studaat
Ao1ociation. Accordla1 to
Calhoun, a atatlonad ··curit7
guard it not adequate. "TIMn
n11d• to be an inctiftb1 e1 who ii
known U a IOiW tit,-& A MIM IOUC

inbetw •daedi&zaathelh•a
U.bour b·ri1 tMt. wea•Jtl aa; 1 c
thNo lbiftm ••.• dq • !ft,

"*

ahlft, ..... oh!ft ....... , . . . .
sick l•ve.
·
.

~-···
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Endoilv111ent Funds
''Endowment funds provide

Ku•e Nuel Kele~

universities with the flexibility of
m~ting unexpected needs whether it
One million dollars ~as been is a physical facility need or a proawarded to Howard University's en- gram need or an oppotunity that
dowment fund by the U .~. Depart· comes along or to help a faculty
ment of Education to help increase member initiate a project or support
support of the university. ftom both any number of projects, whether it is
student or faculty or administrative
public and private sector~. !
The allocation was ~~rt of an in nature, ••he said .
Howard's endowment stands at
•
agreement between How~d and the
U.S. Department of Ed cation to $21 million, a low level when comprovide matching funds for every pared to other major universities such
dollar raised from n n-federal as Johns Hopkins which has an. endowment of over"$313 million and
sources by the university
.
In response to an act o Congress Yale with an endowment over $1
which aporopriated $2 rfiillion for billion.
A cover story in the September
matching funds. in Octo~r 1984, the
New Direction , Endow°"ent Fund issue of Black Enterprise magazine
Campaign was cstablishi io meet details how several Black colleges and·
universities arc faring in money
· the challenge.
Dr. Roger ~tep. vice presidCni for management, and endowment fun development and universitly relations, . ding . According to the article, Fisk
said university cndowmcl't fund s are University has suffered an $11
million drop in the 119-year-old
extremely important.
I
Hilltop Staff Report, r

•

(roll call for interested persons)

ME£FIN
Homecoming Parade

'

lfor participants and volunteers)

Date: Sept. 9th
P!Ke: Forum, B~kbum ct.
Time: 4:oo P·'"'

l

De:

Howaidfest/Pep-Rally
,

.
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universi~y's endowment, which is

now dqwn to $3 million from a once
healthy $14 million, while Hampton
University's endowment has boosted
more than 12-fold to its present $55
million level .
.
How_ever, Estep said it is not as imponant to compare Black institutions
with one another a5' it is to concentratC on insuring a strong Howard
University from a financial
perspective.
''We have not attempted to compare Howard's capability with other
Black schools. What we have attempted to do is to broaden our philanthropiC base, "said Estep.
Funds raised from the private sector by Howard have come from such
sources as alumni, friends, corporations and foundations. Since the endowment is a financial fund which is
separate from the university's
operating budget funds, money from
the campaign will be invested in low
risk securities, as part of the agreement for the management of the
funds .
Estep said the university's policy is
not to invest in corporations doing
business in South Africa, a policy
which dates back to 1978.
''We re-issued that policy statement in the spring of 1985 and it is
consi stent with our policies going
back to 1978," he said .
In an attempt to insure a stronger
financial base,, the New Direction
rund was set up and announced by
President James Cheek in 1977. The
goal was to try to raise $100 million
and toward that goal Howard has
raised $67 million, a large amount of
which have been allocated for specific
programs.
·Estep sees the endowment at
Howard growing at a steady pace. ''l
see the endowment growing at a rate

of S4 million a year for tRe fone1able
future. I would hope that_that will be
sustained throughout the next
decade. If so, then the university endowment would have moved from
$21 million after 118 yecirs to an ad·
ditional increase of approximately
$40 million withiri the next decade.
The important point is to institutionalize annual endowment development. If we are successful, the rate
may change to a hi~her level on a
time schedule that is leBS than 10
years .··
''We wish to make it clear that
Howard is a private, comprehensive
university. We do receive a significant
level of support from the federal
government. The mechanism for the
money coming to Howard iS different
~han the mechanism for dollars going to most other lflstitutions of
higher learning, ''he said.
Estep said once each student
understands that Howard is a private
university requiring support from
many sectors, the next step would be
to make a commitmen·t to annually
contribute to the university whatever
they can . He said the Challenge
Fund, a .program which asks for support for the university from the f~ul
ty and staff each year should be extended to the students so they may
ha"'.e a chance to contribute.
The bill providing the matching
funds for the endowment fund,
which was introduced on March 30,
1984 by Senators Dan Quayle (R·
lndiana),Thomas Eagleton (DMissouri). Orrin .Hatch (R-Utah),
and Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.), will
be in effect for an indefinite period,
but the appropriation is ror one yCar .
''It is not clear to me at this par·
ticular moment, whether there will be
appropriations in the immediate
subsequent funding period which

(

.'

•

•t

•

'°

starts October 1, because Congiess · cost, while the rest must come from
has not addressed itself to what is other sources and that the university
called the Fiscal Year '86 appropria- must reach out for help.
tion for the university,''Estep said.
''If h
·
·
Estep said that many are not aware
t e u.n1vers1ty att.emptcd to
that the cost of operating the univer- charge what it c~sts to educate a stu~ity, which is $334.5 million for the dent, we would idefeat one of the
1985-86 school year, exceeds the reasoQs why we arc here, and that is
charges for tuition, room arld board to make educational opportunities
and other student related costs. Such available to all who have promise
fees cover only 15 or 16 percent of the rather than all who have money. ''

•

(for volunteeB)

•

U.S. Secretary of Education, Williem J. Bennett •llf!U the authorisation for
million be awarded to the Department of Education to bWld the
univenity'• endowment fund. President Cheek recently announced tile
award which matches•• million Howard rat.eel from &he private wtor.

•
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Tuanda Ward

GOOD EWS: ·

Hilltop Staff Reporter

.

Volunteers are
· ID assist in the presentation of
this }IMS nlDst
experience. Please call
636-5426 OI 63(!-5932 ·
or imp by rm. 1l6 BfacklMlm center.
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the COURtdown has begun

Lack o f securit y in Ho"·ard' s do rmit ories has prompted students at
Sutton Plaza to continue with its Sutto n Plaza Voluntary Security Patrol
(SPVSP).
The Patro l \vas started in 1978 by
resident assistant Tim Moore, and
Rev . Jo hn C. Mendenhall, Sutton's
dorm counselor, continued the service. T~e program was formed
because o f the lack of security and to
ai d the gr aduate and resident

ATTENTION

'

•

•

FACULTY
STAFF
STUDENTS

•

'
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Task Force to Submit Ideas
.
Tracy R. Mitchell
Hillto~

Slaff

Reporl~r

•

After three ineetings 1ast semester,
the task force on Afro-American
studies, established by President
James E . Check, came to a consen·
sus that ''there should indeed be a required course or courses in AfroA mcrican
studies
for , all
undergfaduate students,'' said Estelle
W . Taylor, associate dean of the COilege of Liberal Arts and a faculty
member on the task force.
According to Taylor, the task force
also decided that the new requirement, if approved, ''should not be
houSed in one department, but that
it should be interdisciplinary in its
nature and thrust . ''

The Office of Student Recruitment
will hold its
An ual .Recruitment Workshops
~er rons interested in participating
1n title 1985-86 effort are invited to
att,end as follows:

The task force was established in
response to a petition signed by over
2,500 undergraduate students. The
petition, circulated by the 1984-1985
Howard University Student Association (HUSA) asked that all
11ndergraduate students be required
to complete, as a condition for
graduation, a course or ·c6urses
focusing on the Afro-American in
society.
Comprised of 13 students and 13
faculty membefs, the task force was
set up to review and evaluate the
feasability of adapting an AfroAmerican studies requirement accor·
ding to a March 8, 1985HiJJtopcom·
mentary by Cheek.
Taylor cited two steps that the task
force must accom.i>lish before im·

'

Facul and Staff Only
September 1 j, 1985, 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
Room 148/1 · 0 _:. Blackburn Center

For additional information and to
make reservations, please contact
Ms. Portia Fuller at 636-6005

S dents Only'
Septembf'!r 17th.& 19th, 1985
6:~0 • 9:00 p.m.
.
Room 148/1 0 - Blackburn Center

Students having information about other
students wishing to attend Howard
from schools in their hometown,
please contact us.

Septembe 20th, 6:30 : 9:00 p.m.
in the Blackburn Center Forum

.

.

'

•

assistants.
The teams ride "in tht elevators t6 he said. Last year when someone call' 'The Patrol help in areas where we the top floor and each person' goes ed security they asked if the situation
don't have sec urity and the students dOwn the east or west stairwell to was so bad that thcy_,.had .to come out
appreciate it , " said Mendenhall . stroll each floor , passing each other to Sutton, according to McFadden.
Strachan said he would like to see
''They show their appreciatiOn by on the floors . ''If one of the
joining.''
patrollers doesn't see the other, then more security in the dorms. ''Each
According to Mendenhall. the he automatically knows something dorm should initiate a student patrol
University was supposed to start a
must be wrong on the previous - sO that crimes can be prevented. We
Security Aid Program about three floor,'' said Strachan . ''lt would be want to work with Security, not
years ago. ''Some of the ideas that we nice to have some supplies, such as against them.''
had went into the making of that pro- a walkie talkie, so that the patrollers
'''rhe patrol can only do so much
gram," said Mendenhall . ''But I , could communicate while on duty ." since we can't take the law in our own
don ' t know· -w here the program is
''Working on the patrol was a hands, said one patrolman wh'o
today .''
.
good experience,'' said Mark McFad- wants to remain unidentified . ••we
. Sophomore Daanen Strachan, a den, a sophomore who was a member are trained by our own cOmmon
•
resi den1 ass istant and head of of the patrol last semester. ''It's like sense.''
SPVSP , said the purpose of the undercover ·s ecurity because we don't
Strachan added that security begins
program is to report any suspicious have uniforms and the students don't
people or behavior they see.
know who we are . for the amount with the student. ''Each student
''However, the patrol doesn't have we're paying to stay in the dorms we should be aware of what's going on
the authority to get involved. They should feel safe, and people who around him. They shouldn't flaunt
report the crime to a R.A . or a aren't paying to live here shouldn't their wealth or brag about what they
have.''
G .A . ," said Strachan. They also be staying bere.''
report anything physically wrong
Reports of illegal entrants made up
A complaint from the patrol is that
with the dorm, such as burnt-out 85 percent of ,the complaints last the students don't cooperate with
lightbulbs, vandalism, graffiti and ye'ar, according to Strachan . The them . They have to repeatedly tell the
broken windows.
.r elationship between the SPVSP and same people to . turn down their
This semester the patrol consists of Howard Security is good, and they music . McFadden said it seems as if
eight volunteers , four women and seem io be supportive he said . students are unaware of other
four men . ''The volunteers patrol in However, when he asked for help studeitts. ''A dorm should be conteams of two, one male and one from security, he felt like he was get- ducive to studying'' he said . If it
female,'' said Strachan. ''If I had ting the ''run around." ''They never weren't for the lack of cooperation
two females patrolling a male floor,
returned my messages," he said . ''It from the students, McFadden said,
the males would probably consider was a don't calf us we'll call you he would still be on the patrol today.
them powerless and continue to make situation." ''The SPVSP wants to
In addition to patrolling the dorm,
trouble . On the ocher hand, if a male work with security, but they don't act the SPVSP is also in charge of the
is with a female, he can help her . like they want to work with us,, ; he honors program at Sutton. They raise ,
When a male and female are patroll- continued .
money through cake and cookie ·
ing a 'female floor, the female can
' ' Last year at Sutton, there were sales, and this money is used to buy
warn the others that a man is on the only a few incidents, but when they T-shirts and certificates for pcole
floor . ''
- · happened security wasn 't around,•• with :3.0 averages and above . .
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pJementation of the new riquirement
is possible. ''First we must make
presentations to the various schools
and colleges so that the Howard com·
.munity wiJI be,aware of our plans.
Secondly' we must rcccommcnd a for·
mat and structure for the course,''
said Taylor . Once these steps have
been accomplished Taylor added, the
proposal can be brought before the
board of t.rustees for approval.
Taylor said the task force has not
been given a specific deadline to
subrilit its recommendations but said
·s he hopes to get the task force mov·
ing soon so the momentum pined
last year won't be lost.
Emory Calhoun, HUSA president
and task force member aarees that an
Afro·American studies requirement
should be adopted, but wond.~r~
about the feasability of the teelr _
•
force. Accord.in&: to Calhoun, ''This
university has a history of
establishing task forces and then
nothing concrete comes out of the
meetings.'' He added that so many
meetings arc set up with the leaden
on campus tha{ their efforts ue often
dispersed. For- these . reasons
Calhoun . said his administ..ration will
take up where the C.thcan-Jenkins
adminstration left off and put con- ·
tinuous preuurc on the tuk force.

The first step in HUSA'1 Afro.

American studies awareneu "'"·
J>"ian wu tbc filJina of every AfroAmerican

'Students must attend all workshops.
\

'

s

studies

course. tbia

semester, aaid calhoun. fl'ahc • in
the Tubman Qi•Mr 1 •1le mid Dlew

Hall were e!ICOW'lll~ tJuouP 111P
sessiom and men to rel'•• for an
Afro-American ,studia coune.
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Christopher Powell
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Philip Patrick leaned back in
the chair, eyes concentrated on a
patch of ceiling in his room in
Carver hall.
His mind searched for the words
that would convey the importance
of the one major project that has
consumed his interest: putting out
the next issue of the Howard Engi-

;

neer.

9p11l1I To fl!Utap

8podlcht Met Antilla 'hotter interview• former Howard Unlventty Student Auoclation ~SA) prelident Christopher
Cathcart •bout the ~It of .tud~nt 1overnment pre•identa on univen_lty campu1e1.
.
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Dwayne Boyd

Hilltop Staff ~porter

t~e

"Spotlight,"
i b-minute news
magazine focusing bn young adult
issues, will once a~ain be part of
WHMM's television line-up this
year.
After a brief hiatus, the show
will resume this y~ar with an all
new staff. Antilla '11'rotter replaces
Odetta Rodgers as host, Ada Babino is the new seniof producer, and
_Brenda Teele is prOduetion mana-

''

I

provide an opportunity for students to demonstrate their ability

and to exercise those skills they
have acquired," said Brown.
According to Babino, ''There is
no basic premise for the program,
but we try to deal with topics that
will educate, inform, and enter-

tain our audience."

'

The program will return t<J its
regular Saturday schedule, but
Teele is uncertain if it will remain
at its present 4 p.m. time slot.
In the past, •:spotlight" has fri'
cused on such issues as teenage
pregnancy, financial aid, and
Black students on White campuses . This year segments on
hearing impairment.a, the situa-

''It is Howard's only student-run
undergra·dhate magazine that is
circulated on a national level.
Therefore, it h~s the responsibility
of repres·enting Howard's ex. cellence,'' Patrick said in a recent
interview.
Patrick, a senior in the School of
Engineering, is beginning his
second year as editor-in-chief of
the Engineer, a job that gave him
a certain amount of glory last
spring when the magazine won
.two awards at a national convention.
Engineering College Magaziries
Associated (ECMA) awarded The
Koward Engineer's Winter '84
·issue as best single issue and best
non-technical article at its annual
convention last MB}' . Patrick 8.nd
Patricia Powell, the J!,'ngineer's
associate editor last year, were
flown to Los Angeles as representatives of the magazine at theconvention held at the University Of
. Southern California·. The Engineer competed with (about) 80 college engineering magazines
across the country.
''We're the only predominantly
Black school among the members
of ECMA, and it felt good when
they announced Howard University for best single issue and everyone looked over at Pat and me-the onli Black students there,"
said Patrick .
"Afterwards, all the other students came up and started asking
questions like 'Where is Howard?'
and 'What's Howard all about?' ''
he •dded.
.
The Engineer, published by the
School ot· Engiileering, and in its
37th year, continues to J?rovide information to students on new developments of technology In the
industry, as well as facilities, research and grants received by Howard. It's staff of 21 is comprised
mostly of engineering students but
Patrick says he wants more stu-

. "Spotlight" consists of three separate segments, with each segment introduced by the host and
produced by student field prod.ucers.
''The primary
i'The primary reason for the
show,
co-ordinated magazine format is to have a con- reason for the
by Jim Brown and he department figuration of elements to force the
of Student Traini g at WHMM, students to work as they would in magazine format
the real world," said Brown.
Brenda Teele is an example of to have a
I·
the hard work and dedication that
''The pu~ose ' of. gqes
configuration of
int<> "Spotlight." As produc''Spotlight''
to
tion manager, she handles such elenients to force "-aspects of the program as equipI
qient, crew; and sched.ulin~
providear
the students to
''Television is not all glaibour,
1
opportunity for
it's a lot of hard work, but for the work as they U{Ould
student interested in a· career in
students Jo
broadcasting , "Spotlight" is the in the real world.''
mode ," she said.
d.e monstr1 te their keyWhile
no exact date has been
set, "Spotlight" is expected t<J reability."
tion of the Black male, the African
sume airing by Ociober.
"We've had our field producers . tradition of story telling, and juout all summer, and we go into the venile institutions will be aired.
"We try t<J keep our material
studio on September 21 t<J put
together the various segments,'' timeless, and to make sure it has a ,
univerasl appeal," said Babino.
said Babino.
Added Teele, "We don't isolate
ourselves t<J just Howard because ,
our audience is not just Howard
•
students.''
Trotter expects that this year's
show will be an improvement over
la.s t year's. ''The show will' definitely be better than last year's,"
he said, adding, "!'he focus will be
much more substa.D.tive." -.
Aside from his duties as host,
Trotter has also produced a segment on desegregation.
''Since people are going to ·
associate my face with the show, I
try t<J keep my hand in all aspects
of the program. I hope t<J bring about a strong positive image to
teenagers,'' he said.
While producers for "Spotlight"
do receive a stipend, most of the
work is done by volunteers. /
''The real· reward is the experience you gain," said Babino.
Teele also stresses the fact that
positions are open to everyone, not
just communications students . .
But only those who are serious about producing need apply.
"Segments aren't that difficult
to produce,'' she said, "once you get
the research done, you just have to
get your ideas down visually."
"Spotlight" bas generally been
well received by the Washington
copimunity, and the staff at
S j1! To Ulllo'
WHMM anticipates another proAntilla Trotter
WHMM'• SO.minute new1 magazine "SpotllahL" The llhow, ductive and succe..CUl year for the
wlUcla foeu. on )'OUDI" adult luuea, 1- 1ebed:uled: to air on the ltation qain tJu. program.
1
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"I don't want. io see this brother
on campus," said Calhoun iii reference to Nicholtia. "He's offensive to
individuals. If hill hist<Jry dictates
hie future we can't allow him to
continue to 1ther the sisters on
thia campus."
Michon M loud, a freshman
atudent, wa approached by
Nicbolu w_hil~ standing in front of
the Quad with her friends. He
••ked. the m~ in the group if he
could have ne of the ladies.
Mc:Cloucl, wh llllid el>• wu afraid,
told him that ne o{ the m.e n was

'

1

her boyfriend, for protection.
Nicholas shouted, ''.Why does
everyone have a boyfriend? Why
can't I get a girl?''
"He said that he knows a way to
get into the Quad and that he
doeen'tilike it when girls run from
him,'' said McCloud. ''It makes
him angry."
·
.f..nother resident of the quad
observed Nicholas when be hollered at a girl acr088 the cafeteria,
"SW1:ie, you are a beautiful penon.
You may be beautiful physically
but spiritually and mentally
you're evil and ugly, evil and ugly,

•

journalism major on the staff at
the time. A lot of the st<Jries require good reporting skills," Murrey said.
With the Engineer's next issue
scheduled for November, P~trick
is looking for students "who are
willing to give something of themselves to enhance the quality of
the magazine." Patrick~s enthusiasm was contagious enough to
influence Wendell Bugg, a senior
broadcast journalism major; to
join the staff.
''I don't know the technical

continued froa par 4

EAGLE BARBER.
SHOP
Six courteous barbers to serve
you I
. '
2800 Georgia A'Ve., N.W.
OPEN 9 a.m.-7 p.m.

TUESDAY SATURDAY
Phone 745-9159

•

Arthur Slmptlna
Master Bllrtls
• I ran
Ernie ""'"'',.,.,...,..
Master Bllrtls

9 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

•

It's a deal that has no equal, for a calculator that has
no equal .
' Our new HP· 4l Advantage software module packs
12K of ROM. One and a half times the capacity of any
· other HP· 41 module. Large enough to hold the most
popular engineering. mathematical and financial programs ever written for the HP-41 .
You get comprehensive advanced ~atri~ math ~unc
tions. roots of equations and polynom1als, ~ntegrat10ns,
base conversion and logic functions. and tune value of
money functions .
Our new module is also sub-programmable. So you
can quickly access just a portion of a program.or trans·
fer th'at section to your own program .
. And it's even menu·driven. That eliminates overlays
· ' and reduces the pumber of prompts.
In ahort . yoo'let everything its going to take to help ·
JIOU make the·grade in_everythi~g from Linear ~lgebra
IO Pbytics to Electronics to Sta~1cs and Dynamics. .
The ii:P-41 is a deal ~II its ~wn . fts o~rat1ni
· aystem 1s so advanced. 1t doesn t need an equals
-ny. Llttle wonder it's preferred by more eng1neen
than an1 other calculator.
·
This is a limited time offer. Call (800) FOR·
HPPC. Ask for Dept 6588. \\\!11 instantly give
~ the name of a dealer who has no equal.
Do it now. The phone call is free , .
But our new module )¥0fl't be for long.
•

Fl.. HEWLETT

•

~/!a PACKARD

f;-; ~denfwh;has ~ equtl° Here's my
proof·of·purchase to prove it. Piease
send me my frtt software module .

•

evil and ugly ... "
His attire, which includes a
short square mo\lstacbe. leopard
pants, black swimming goggles, a
bright yellow bike cap, sheer black
stockings, and mascara under hie
eyes baa won him the names Charlie Chaplin, The Preacher, and Adolph Hitler. Nicholu was living in
a maroone Thunderbird parked on
the side of the Quad with a bible
opened on the hood and a note that
n>ad: "Battery ii dead. Waiting for
my brother to bring another,"
according t<J residents. The car is
no longer there.
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Get our new $49° software mOdule
when you buy an HP-41.
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'MesJiah' visits Sutton females

that wasn't an engin~ring rrutjor,
and I was surprisid t<J be the only

aspects .of engineering, but. I can
still give mY.JlerBOna! inJ>Ut to help
the magazine develop,.. said Bugg.
who is planning t<J wrjte profiles of
~isiting profe880rs at Howard.
''It's a constant adaptation and
learning proceBB, especially for
those staff members who aren't engineering majors," added Murrey,
a senior print journalism major.
Although the magazine's main
subject interests are in engineer·
ing, the Engineer has publiahed
articles about current iaauea that ,
affect everyone, said Patrick.
The last issue contained a feature entitled, "Highlighting the
Struggle t<J End Apartheid", u
well as the st<Jry which won the
best non-technical article award:
"Sullivan's Principles", written by
Sylvan Jolibois, a civil engineering major
Patrick commented, "Athough a
subject like 'Why the Sullivan'•
principles have no effect on the
apartheid regime' is rarely
approached by many white engi·
neering publications, when our
magazine writes with such quality
it helps to assure that attention
will be bro,.ght ¥> the subject."
Ironically, the next i88ue of the
Engineer, will contain mostly arti·

-

-

hF

dents from other schools at Howard to participate and write for
the magazine, which would help
''provide modularity in the structure of the organization and enhance the production process.''
Janice Murrey, the writing editor for the Engineer , added,
"Vj e're trying t<J get people who
know· about their fields t<J participate. Gathering the information
for articles is the work of ajournalisl]l major. We have !1 student from
the schoOl of business collecting
ada.
''It seems lo'g ical to me. But
when I first worked on the staff
last rear, people were surprised

-

-

-
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wanted to give them a forum to make
their talents -more visible," said

Hilltop Staff

Wheeler.

If you've never been to New

•

'

ia Ro·a d
S1111day

BY. I .anita-

Orlean's Mardi Gr s_. or Rio· de
Janeiro's Carneval, the - AdamsMorgan Day festival Sunday, Sept.
8, is your chance to ~t- a taste of exotic festival flavor.
..
f
''We're expecting . 00,000 people,
representing 10 to 15 different countries, -in a 10 hour period," said
festival director Pa Patrick. Last
year's eve1\t attractep 200,000 spec-

1a1ors. This }'ear thj merry making
\\'ill be expa11ded. ''fi.fty percent
more space and
percent more
fun," Pa1rick said. ·
The festi\•al, desig ed to showcase
the Adan1s- ~1organ dommunity, provi<\.es visitors with a Panoramic view
of the diverse cult ufes and artisans
flourishing there. j
The community is popµlated by.
people from Afghanistan, El
Salvador, India, .. E.thiopia, Puerto
Rico, Harlem, th'e South, the North
and 1!1e \\' est .
J
Hal \\' heeler, a -Washington real
estate developer anti ow·ner of Mr.
Henry's restaurant~, conceived the
idea of an Adams Morgan Day to
sho\\'Case tl1c ar.tist c talents of the
community.
''There are so 111a y arts and crafts
oriented career eople here ... I

ll

•

This year's celebration, starting at
12 noon and ending at 10 p.m., will
feature 24 musical bands that range

from big band to blues, from reggae
to R&B, from Latino 1o African, and

the progressive jazz sounds of Gil
Scott Heron.
.

' ,,I...

There will also be 17 dance acts
and 12 theatrical acts, including
storytelling in the African oral tradition by the Nubian League. And for
the young and the young at heart ,
there will be a carnival complete.with
a 35-foot high ferris wheel.
For art buffs, there will be a painting , sculpture and photqgraphy
show featuring the works of local '
artists.
If you don't know where AdamsMorgan is, all you'll have to do is
follow your nose to 18th Street and
Columbia Road . There will be
numerous booths of vendors selling
samplings of food and crafts from
the far flung corners o( the earth.
' ''it's the finest festival in 1l1e
Washington metro' area," said Nancy Sanburg, assistant director of the
festival. ''It's an event for all ages,
creeds and colors.''
Metrorail service will be in.operation until 10 p.m. Sunday evening. Scenes from last year's Adams.Mora-an Day Feetival.
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Liviqg together with someone for the first
time can be an "educational" experience.
And living with a long distance company
isn't any different. Because some companies
may not give you all the services you're used to
getting from AT&T.
For instance, with some companies you have
to spend a certain amount before you qualify for
their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary.
But w~en you choose A~T, tpere won't be
any surprises when you move in. You'll get the

same high-quality, trouble-free service you're
used to.
With calls that sound as close as next door.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate-so you can talk during the times you can
relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers.
Operator~ssistance and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, chbose AT&T. Because whether
you're into Mozart or metal, quality is the one
, thing everyone can agree on.
Reach out and touch someone~

I

-ATs.T
The right choice.

© 1985 AT&T Comrnunicotl005
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creasing our proposals for grants
cles concerned with the School of from the Howard University StuEngineerng and the celebration of dent Association, the Unthe school's 75th birthday . dergraduate Student Assembly,
the Engineering student council,
Although .on ly one iss ue ~ill and alumni organizations," Pat·
appear th1~. semester, Pa.tr~c k rick said.
ho~s to publish two or three in f he. .
Other future plans include helpspring semester·
ing other Black colleges with engi·
''We need more money fr'om uni- • neering programs t:.o develop their
versity organizations. We're in- own publicatibns, said Patrick.
continued from page 3
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The Howard University ijealth
Clinic at 510 College St., has many
services to offer students.
There are three outreach clinics~
each staffed with tWo medical students, at Cook, Frazier and Meridian Hill Halls that are open from
7 to 8 p.m. They handle emergency
situations arising after the health
center closes.
All of the physicians on the various clinic staffs-dermatology,
orthopedics, women's center, immunizations, mental health and
pharmacy- are graduates of the
university's m.e dical school with
the exception of senior physifian
Ernest L . BrRddock, who graduated from Meharry Medical School
in Nashville, One of three Black
medical schools in the nation.
''We have two objec~ives for this
year: Health, education and preventive medicine," said Garrett.
''We want to get away from this
street health and move to professional health.''
Students have 6:.nsistently COII).plained about ridiculous waiting
periods.
"I think the services are reasonable, but the only problem I see is
that you have to wait so long for
them," said senior Mary Gates,
Liberal Arts. ''I mean, why make
an appointment when you're going
to have to 'wait anyway?''
Garrett says an end should come
within the next two weeks when a
new appointment system will be in
place. ''I am bringing aboard two
part-time physicians to work from
9 to 1 Monday through Friday, to
see students at the times they
have been known to charge down
to the clinic for services.''
When he arrived twa years ago,
Garrett saw a pressing need.'
"When I got here, I looked at the
statistics (of those using the
health services) and saw that over
65% of our patients were fem~les
who had decidedly female problems . : . we needed to fill that
gap.
.
The Women's Health Center
opened in 1984. It's staff works
primarily with the wide r'ange of
problems associated with gynecol·
ogy and birth control. Though
some walk·ins are accepted, serv..
ices are on an appointment basis
eXcept for emergencies. '
To receive contraceptives there
ia a nominal fee and a requirement; one muat attend a one hour
seminar on birth control methods
that ia scheclulecl according to demaiul These are open to all ltu·

.

•

''· in an effort, said Garrett, to
dents,
increase birth control awareness.
''These sessions are so impor·
tant.
If we can reduce one preg·
•
nancy or educate one person on
birth control or tell one person about sexually transmitted diseases,
then we've done something,'' said
Garrett. ''This 'i s what we are af.
te r ...
It isoPenfromSa.m. to5:30p.m.
daily.
The dermatology clinic, housed
in the health center and is open 10
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday, is equipped to handle
minor problems like acne to the
more severe eczema. All services
are free and available by appointment only .
"We consider the dermatology
clinic comp.rehensive, · but if
there's sclmething we can't do,
we'll send the 'student to whomev·
er can," said Garrett. That somebody is usually the Howard Uni·
versity Hospital.
The immunization clinic will
administer student.supplied
' allergy medication, travel shots
and will immunize against diptheria, measles, mumps and
chi<;ken pc!X. This is important because increases in the number of
communicable disease cases
among college students, partic·
ularly measles, has prompted the
university \O install a pre·
matriculation re9uirement. The
clinic is an ea.Sy and inexpensive
way to comply.
In compliance with District Law
3-20, students are now required to
have medical clearance before being allowed to register. "'This is the
flrBt year the Howard general population has seen this law enforced,
even though it haB been on the
books for six years," said Garrett.
After any shots, be prepared to remain in the clinic for a half.hour.
Physicians at the mental health
clinic work closely with the paychiatric section ofHoward Univer·
sity Hospital and the campua University Counseling Services to
provide mental and peychological
care.
. ,
"One of the biggest problema
students face is stress. Bein& aw,,y
from home, budptina money for
the first time, leavin11 frienda
behind-all theae thinp ma bane
an adult ovemisi>t,• oaid o.n.tt.
"We can help you d'tl with that
We don't want atur.11 mta ""tina
around here not knowing what to
do."
Appointmenta .are eN'l':"'n; d.
for this section.
Oa ,,.. 1e., a II
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Banneker
Treated
1111 If To High Level Visit
-- n'lll n

,,

, I~ 1111 II ,,

Timothy R. Harmon
Hilltop Slaff Reporter

It is not everyday that the
substitute teacher at Banneker High
School attracts a press corps that is
i:_iearly double the size of the class of
students to whom he is teaching.
Then again, it is not everyday a
substitute is a cabinet member for the
President of the United States.
Secretary of Education William J.
Bennett lei:tured to a class of 11th
·graders for about 50 minutes Tuesday at Banneker High School. Hi s

'

"

•

Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

In May of this year, President
Reagan announced plans for a tax
II reform . Due to the present system's complexity, a tax reforin is a
' desired goal of Con!P'!'ss and the
White House. If passed in its
entirety, the President's package
could pi"oduce some noticeable
changes for certain tax groupsnamely Black Americans.
The two major provisions of the
has had an 84 percent increase in defendants waiting for a trial and.
the number of indictments over those serving sentences for mis-· President's tax plan are : the
the last five years, according to Su- demeanors. Due in part to court elimination of the federal income
perior Court statistics.
orders placing population ceilings tax deduction for state and local
on four of the District's correction taxes and the creation of three tax
In an agreement with U .S. Dis- facilities at Lorton Reformatory in brackets (15 percent, 25 percent,
trict Judge William B. Bryant, the Fairfax County, about 40 percent and 35 percent). In the current tax
city must reduce the jail popi.J.la- of D.C. Jail inmates are serving code, there are oVer 12 tax bracktion in eight stages. At no point time for felonies. According t.o An·- ets ranging from 11 percent to 50
can the number of inmates exceed derson, only areas in Lorton not percent. Under the revised tax, inthe specified level, or the Judge's under court-ordered ceilings are come earners of$12;000 or below
original order to ban the ad- being used to transfer D.C. Jail would be exempt from federal
taxes. Incomes of up to $29,000
mittance of new inmates will take pnsoners.
would be subject to a tax of 15 per·
effect.
•
According to corrections es- cent. Income between the amounts
So far, the District has met the timates, the population of one Dis- of 29,000 to $70,000 would be
reduction requirements for the trict halfway house has almost taxed 25 percent and above
first two stages, said Anderson, doubled . Also, in the process of $70,000 would be taxed the high·
who added that inmates are being transferring inmates eight have est amount, 35 percent.
What does this mean for Blacks?
transferred to federal prisons, Lor- escaped, four of whom have either
ton reformatory facilities and half- surrendered or were re-arrested.
.
way houses in the District.
Annette Samuels a spokesperThe D.C. Jail was built to"house
son for the mayor confirmed the
mayor's statements that, ''Every
sentenced prisoner is the property
•
of Edwin Meese." Mayor Barry
also said that the overcrowding
situation in the jails is j'llot my
problem alone. I am not going to
The decline in the number of take it alone . It is technically the
Blacks in poveny was greater than federal government's problem."
that of Whltea. While the number of
Whites in poverty dropped from 12,2
According to Samuels, the maypercent to 11.S perceut of the popula- or has reluctantly come to the contion, the decline for Blacks fell from clusion that another jail facility is
3S.7 percent in 1983 to 33,8 percent
needed in the District. The Mayor
in 1984.
The report said that the poverty also supports the implementation
line for 1984 was an income of of alternatives t.o incarceration.
'
$10,609 for a family of four and
'
On July 16, Mayor Barry and
those below that income are rqardthe City Council appointed a comed as living in poverty.
The report also said that median mi·s sion to study the prison situaincome for all families e~actly tion. The commiBSion voted 10 to 3
halfway between the top and the bot· . to reject a resolution to build a new
tom incomes mnsun:d was up 3.3 prison, and approved a resolution
percent toS26,430 in .1994, more than
calling for greater reliance or predoubling the pin in 1983.
trial release programs and prob8.tion.
•

Dist9ct Jail To Reduce
lnma e Population By Nov. '
Yvonne

rooks

Hilltop St.ap" Report.er

The District gbvernment has
agreed to reduce !he D.C. jail in·
mate population· ?Y about 800 to
1,694 by Nov. 22, ~fter being faced
with a court order hat would have
prohibited the ci from sending
new prisoners tot 'ejail, according
to Leroy Anderso a spokesperson
tOr the District's· ept. of Corrections.
Even if the Distjrict does reduce
the number by tt}e deadline, the
D.C, jail will still
about 25 per·
cent above capacir~, according to
Corrections Dept. figures. At
832 incarcerations per 100,000,
the District maint.1.ins the highest
rate in the United States. Nevada
has the next highest rate at about
354 per .100,000. lso, the District

pe

.
1
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one of the first days back to school,
saying to them, ''Ladies and
gentlemen, welcome back.'' The
secretary wrote his name and Department of Education on the board adding,'' Just in case, here's my
address."
· Ben-rieft· appeared ener&etic about
his ,assignment, shedding his sportcoat, r_plling up his sleeves, an? ·loo!iening his necktie to better ac·
comodate himself in the hot and
crowd_ed rOom before getting down
to tlle business of lecturing about the

Blacks and the New Taxes
Torin Sanders

D.C. Jail: ft.lied with pri80nen and controveny.

I

visit Was the second in a series of
what is scheduled to be eight stops
Bennett is to make at public schools
around the natioii.. The secretary
chose as his topic of discussion the
Federalist papers.
Bennett arrived promptly at his
sch~duled 9:30 a.m. starting time to
a round of applause from the
stud~nts and an introduction from
regularly scheduled teacher Robert
Steptoe, who said," Ladies and
gentlemen, your substitute teacher
for the day .. . "
Bennett greeted t~e students on

Congressman Charles Rangel (D., duction would mean middle inN. Y .) has repeatedly expressed his come and high income grOups
discontent over the elimination of within the state would face higher
the state and local tax deduction . federal taxes or perhaps, relocate.
. In committee hearings only days Such a move would leave ~he inner
after Reagan's announcement, cities mainly to the lower class.
Rangel said, ''The makers of this Among the final conclusions
plan apparently do not understand stated in the report was "to mainthe importance of this deduction tain its position New York St.ate
.. . We must provide certain serv- would have to cut taxes by $2 billices to our people and we need the ion or elimiante a similar amount
of services."
money to do it."
As far as the other provision inAccording to the Census
Bureau, at least 60 percent of the volving changes in the tax bracket
Black populatibn outside Central structure, Blacks could hold their
cities . Moreover, Blacks ·com- own: According to a report from
prised only six percent of the total · the·Center for the Study of Social
population outside central cities. policy entitled ''A Dream DeThus, the effect of tax reform ferrl!!I: The Economic Status of
within the urban centers would ~lacl Americans" the median inalmost certainly be reflected .by come for all Black families in 1981
was $13,270. The median incomes
Black communities.
A .report by Bob Diesel, head of for Black families headed by Black
theDivisionoftheBudgetforNew married couples was $19,620. In
York said the Reagan plan, as evi- 1981, female headed households
denced by ~his provision, is forcing had median incoilles fof $7,510.
states to lower taxes and to reduce These families, according to Censervices. He added that any reduc- sus Bureau statistics account for
tion of services is bound to hurt 41 percent of all Black families,
lower income taxpayers, namely and as far as Reagan's proposed
. Black Americans. According t<' tax bill, they would not lose any of
the report in high tax states like the exemptions which they have at
New York, the abolition of this de- present.

'

"'=

wswatcb
Shelter
The federal soveminent put off its
plans indefinitely o close the rundown homeless s lter located oln
2nd St. NW, ace rding to Dixon
Arnett, a deputy u dersecretary for
the Dept. of H ' th and Human

Services.
The 8(Wcrnment was scheduled to
Mle the shdtel"Oll IJ8USI 31, but IC·
contina to Ametti, had to ''shift

.-rs'' on doi~a ~when it became

•pparent that alt rnative housing
could not be provi ed. in time to aceommodate those
of the 800
bed ftldlity.
Arnett, in pa t blamed the
postponement o~ ''not haviitg
mouah time to pu~ t~gether a plan''
for alternative ousing for the
•-. ' I of
ii ·•
v.o:: •s. l"N•.al
a lso cntica
the District ·
nt'arole in the
hoeaiekrr issue sa
·that his office
hu received ••no ~peration at aU

rrs

from Mayor
. ''
Arnett laid tha plans to use the
b:etkm near Ca
· University as

• akcrnative 1
••wu never a
. 1 low option" due to zonina prot• Dli and unfavorWblc neighborhood
I I ~Ion. Arnett Iidded that the
111 rile for clO&iN the lhclter bu
•
b122 apec:ified, ~but wW be .....
_ . . wbm full plans for cloture
ol tbe old obeber
opcnin1 of a

. . oae.

-

Teacher Strilce ·

''After hearing from the corrections specialists, it became clear to
us that building a new prison will
not solve the problem," said Cedric
Hendrick, a member of the commission. According to Hendrick,
the alternatives are just as safe.
''We are not advocatinR letting
everybody out of prison, but there
are a number of prisoners that can
be found who are fit for altema..
tives," he said.
Kimi Morton, a spokesperson
for City Council member Wilhemi·
na Rolark (Ward 8) said that
Rolark opposes a new prison any·
where in the District. She said it is
too urban and congested. Morton
added that Councilwoman Rolark
does support alternatives to imprisonment.
A spokesperson for council
member Nadine Winters said the
council member believes a jail
should be built with proper training a.nd educational programs.
The Districtjail is located in Ward
6, and the spokesperson said Winters would be reluctant to support
another jail in her ward. "It is too
small and we already have ajail~"
the spokesperson added.
·
Asked whether she was con·
cemed about the tranaf'er of eome
priaonen to local halfway ho11se1,
. Laura Purvis of South Dakota
Ave, N.E. replied, "If they do
choose th- who are ready for the
haltWay hoUll8 atmoophere, it is '
O.K."
.

'

.
Give your student living quarters a·louch of class with fashion furni·
lure from Aaron Rents. You can furnish your place in style al rates that
are guaranteed to be the lowest in town. We offer next-day delivery
and a convenient short minimum rental period, and our decorator
showrooms are full of quality, up-lo-the-minute furniture so you can
make your place a real home away from home. Come to Aaron l;lenls
and see for yourself why more people rent furniture from us than any
other company in the country. You're sure to
·
discover that the reason is
VALUE.

aron ents
urniture®
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4 STORES IN THE WASHINGTON AREA:

10211 Bacon 0.1..
l1ltat1ll1, MD

4124 Walne¥ Rd.
C'1nlllrt "A ·

'"T Ave.

5720 Gin. VI
A'e••wtlla, l

•

41 Dll\U c.od Clll'lt

Aud:wS1, am

pot) 937·1433 (103) 378-4080 (703) M1·7115 (301) 424·31"
The Nation'! LatgeSt Fumltu18 Rental and Se/ea Compeny
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P.S. WE SUPPORT FREEDOM FOR THE .PEOPLE OF SOUTH AFRICA
,

.'

NATURAL HAIRCARE

•

•

e PROFESSIONAL HAIRBRAIDll'IG e ACCESSORY BOUTIQUE

><
(

I

.

5401 FOURTEENTH STREET N.W. WASHINGTON D.C. 20011
(202) 723-1827 .
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Global

summer in ~ airo~i, Kenya, Pro-

Robert Adu-Aoare
Hilltop Staff Reporter
•

omen's

The moat exciting Qutcome of
the United Nations ~e~ade -for
Women is that it baji provided
women with skills to lobby their
goverrupenta on both national and
international iSBues, ~rding to
an AMiatant Profeuorfof Political

Science at Howard, f,r. Mervat
Hatem.
•
Answering questi ns o'h the

Women's ConferencT h Id this

fessor Hatem souDded optimistic
about the ai)ill-ov8r effects on the
conditions of women in the future.
Hatem who participated in the
Conference, explained that th:e
business of gett~ng together
tp.011BBnds of women who will exchange their ~riences and get a
sense of similalli.ties and differ-

ences in .Uteir conditions has contributed to the creation of an international women's movement.
The non-governmental · forum

held in coajunction with the gov- in the Third World-supply of women are responsible for ho11ie
ernmental conference, attracted water to the country-aide, agri- hold work internationally.
12,000 women, representing cultural policiea and food producAccording to Hatem, women 'do
women of almost all the member tion are women's iasues.
two.thirds of all the work in the
"Unlesa you take care of the world, in both agricultural and Innatiorls of the UN. That number
problems of women, especially in dustrial societies. She referred to a
was twice than expected.
The UN Decade on Women, Africa, you will not be able to deal United Nations document. which
according to Hatem, ''has suc- with the problem of food produc- ' has the statistics on contributions
ceeded in making every issue a tion," indicated Hatem sitting be- of work according to gender. She
women's issue," she insists that hind her table at the comer of a indicated that despite women's
women's -issues cannot be sepa- large offiCe she shares with two contribution towards production
rated from blil!@der natio11&l aod .other faculty members of Ho- they llave leas than 10 pertent of
international issues. These issues ward's Dept. of Political Science. the world's total wealth. "There is
inclµde problems of development Hatem es.plains that whereas a very big discrepancy in women's
•

ob•"'

contribution and their
in the
diatribution of wealth," Hatem
lamented.
Women'• iaauea today IO beyond
everyday exi•tential problems.
The international debt problem ii
a Women'• iaaue, accordin1 to'
Hatem, precisely because government'• elforta to service debt
repayment impact on aocial e.xpenditure which impact on the
conditiona of women and children. ·
., Hatem wlM>Aeacheo coma~. in
Contbaoed cm PPP I

-

UMW · To Support Miners
their struggle to help end apar· ofthe Coalition ofBlack Trade Untheid and obtain the righta and be- ionist said, ''I think over the next
Hilltop Stall' &P.rte'
nefit& that many Americans take few months \ incidents of union
I . eH'orts for granted," said UMWA Presi- members refUsing to deal with
As part ot the cont 1nu1ng
of Americans to p~rS:uade the dent Richard L. Trumka to de- South Africa4~n indirectlySouth African govrrnment to monstrators at the South African will increase. ·
It is our intention to put pressure
allow peaceful chan~ to occur in Embassy.
In an agreement with the Rev. on ihe South African government."
that country, men\bers -of the
The U.S . labor un1onis-t ·s
American labor movement, in a Jesse Jackson last week , the
show of solidarity· with Black 8,000-member Teamster Local participation in the antiSouth African labor nions, have 270 in New Orleans refused, to apartheid movement is most visjoined the ranks o civtl rights handle cargo from a ship thought ible in the large numbers of union
members present at protest rallactivists, churches and students in to have come from South Africa.
1
anti-apartheid ac
the Country.
But, as it turned out, the ship's 1es.
At a recent New York antiThe United Min Woi-kers of port of origin was not South AfriAm~rica announc
Wednesday ca, and its cargo was later un- apartheid rally, it was estimated
by rally organizers that close to
the formation of a
uth African loaded.
Miners Aid Fqnd
~elp · miners
Teamster's longshoremen Local half of the 10,000 protesters were
that have been inj~f.G or face dis- 40 in San Francisco has made an from the 15,000-member District
missal because the jqined an abor- identical commitment not to hand- 65 of the United Auto Workers
tive strike by South~Africa's Black le cargo traveling to or from South Union, which called on its members to leave their jobs and attend
mineworkers union.
Africa.
''I offer the UMW 's support for
Leonard l:\all, executive director
Continued on p.,e 13
I .anita ~a~e
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'
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'porter

I

· The weakness of ~uth Africa's
orlianized Black t;abor demonstrated by recent incapacity of a
segment of it to sus1fin a full scale
strike action is cons ~stent with the
decline of labor ~vements in
capita.list societies
a whole·.
It must\be unde tood that like
today's organized I bor in America, Black mine wo kers in
South
•
Africa are not maki g political demands. They are ngaged in an
economistic strug le associated
with demands for greater share
of the capitalist prp 1t'and changes
in the conditions-.0 work. ·
The AFL-CIO a~d the other independent unions in America no
longer question th~ concept of private ownership o the means of
production, at leas this has t>een
the case since the id-1950'.s. Sim' ilarly, Black miljle workers in
South Africa are n1ither question-

I

ing the ownership of mines nor are
they demanding political power.
Their immediate concern is to
struggleforraisesinpayandother
benefita, P.toriocl!fally . ~l~k
sons are a&oturtable fi>rtlifslttfiA-•
tion.
('.. ~ ·, . -; ~
In ideological te s, Capitalism,'
especially the Soutli
·can model, has the capacity to capture the
mjo>ls <X the wakes who are b...!
under conditions of poverty to surrender their labor power for sale at
wages ~ot determined by them.
These workers have been made to
accept that they can only get out of
economic pressure and impoverishment the harder they
work and the more subservient
they are to employers and the
managers lhey hire.
It is understood that a lot of the
Black mine workers in South Africa are migrant laborers from
neighboring countries who accept
the paternalistic employment conditions such as living in all-male

dormitories. These workers, then,
come under tremendous pressure
to take some money back home to
their loved ones.
".. T\ie le!ldency for capitalist&~
i>"i'ibe Sdnle af the workers to he on•
tpeir siOJ of the struggle between
capital hlid labor can be rampant
in South Africa. But the greatest
risk facing Black mine workers in
South Africa is the obvious fact
that the capitalist mine-workers
will employ strike busting and
anti-union methods just as used to
exist here in America.
For the moment, we hazard to
say that it will take a Herculian
job to impact positively on the consciousness of Black mine workers
in SouQt Africa. The pending revolution cannot wait for these workers. The rest of the Black population is sufficiently charged to carry on with the business of the revolution and they need every support
in the fight with the armed forces
of oppression.

.
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FREE CONCERT
FEATURING:

AL JARREAU - World-famous jazz
[, pop vocalist.

..

ANC" Know Your History
Salaam Joleman
Special to Th Hillto
•
P

"lfyou don't kni w the history of
your own people then you don't
know yourself," iere the words of
Duni Matabane, a Black South
African who spokF. of the histi>ry of
Black America, f.he Profuse and
overt racial problems in South
Africa, efforts m~de by the African
National Congref'B (ANC) to abol. ish apartheid, economic systems
and political ideflogies.,
Matabane, th~ D.C. represent&tive of the ANC., the Black South
African liberat~on organization,
diacuued the p~ximity between
apartheid, iii Ilia. country pronounced "aoart,..hate," and fas- cism. The ANCJ founded in 1912
before the RusBian 'revolution,
w.hi~h introcluc.ld socialiom, ha.a

attempted to use peaceful ;,,e•ns
to abolish apartheid but has had
littlesucceas,indicatedMatabane.
An increase in weaponry is in
effect for the ANC and the organization has begun to take w••' 'k
actions against the racist ~t:
African irovernment
government.
··
·
A contrast between socialism
and European-colonialism was expressed in Matabane's di8CU88ion
with Howard's Summer Urban
Journalism Workshop on June 28.
Socialistic ideas state that no
countryhastherighttoexploitanother country, its people and it.s
resources, whereas colonialism is
the ezploitation of one country by
another, he said.
~
The horrors of slavery and the
misconceptions about Africa
among Blacks were related to the

'

s~udenta

throughout Matabane's
di8CU881on. He stated that Tarzan
and other such films, which dep1cted Blacks .in a negative light,
w:ere a good instrument !1sed to
discourage Marcus Garvey s back·
to-Afr:ica. 1!1ovement. The evil indoctr1nat1on of Blacks caused
them to be apprehensive about
returning to their native home.
Salaam Coleman, a participant in
the program who attends the
National Cathedral School
stated, "Matabanemademe aw~
of the neceasity to know my own
history, truthfully told, and
sparked .a new interest in me to
learn more about Africa.••

The academic year of 1985-86
will be the lint/full year of operation for the ne~ African Students
ANOCiation <¥.A). The ASA is
looking forwarfi to a year filled
with new frie'lda, varied activities, and moet Of all, the growth of
the group into )a major organization 011 Howanfs campus.
Duringthe~loemeeterofl984

frienda ~e together in the

proverbial · ill-\t room to dilCUBa
the fe••i~~~,1! eome kind of an
African o
· · tion on thia campua. Some of the iaeuee railed in
that lint meet/-1111 of the African
Student• Aaaociation wu the

I

alienation felt by some African
students at Howard, the desire of
many Howard atudenta for
identification with the continent,
the need for a cohesive organization to enforte the rights of Afri.
can students on thia campua and to
incite di1cussion1, exchanie
knowledge and ideas.
The African Students Aeaociation has litany planl for this
academic year. It hopee to auiat
·incoming otudents', in whatever
1Ya1 poeaible. There will be a membenhip drive, health da1, tee· llhirta aale, fund raiai"I activities,
joint activitiee with. at.her Oii••

singer/ composer 'Rambo ...

MABEL KING ·

with over 17 g&spel albums recorded .

P.O. Boa 228
W•ebinpon, D.C.
Or Call: Seble Dawit 941 4639

'
I'

hats Happening": loved

.,
•

PRAISE - Reknown Los Angeles Gospel group.
BILLY PRESTON · Internationally famous rhythmn and blues.
pop and gospel performer.

BILLY DORSEY ·Nationally known gospel singer.
CLAUDETTE BLACK McDANIEL ·Vice Mayor. City
of Richn1ond . VA: reknowned gospel singer.

JEFF POMERANTZ

·MASTER OF CEREMONIES · Actor:
the original Dr. Peter Janssen from "One Life to Live" and the District Ai·
torney who convicted Alexis (Joan Collins) in " Dynasty" .

Continued on paae 13

For mqre information contact:
The African Students A•oociation
of Howard University .

Reknown TV star ··

LINDA HART - O f the gospel Grammy award winning Hart family

Jou.rnalilm Worbhop.

Memberehip ia open to everyone
and all are invited to the activities. The ASA hopes to bring
topther the African 'people ofthia
university into a coherent,. elo.
quent, and 11nified force.

"Rocky." "Stayin' Alive" and

gospel singer: Broadway · ··The Wiz··. " Porgy and Bess··.

S-l••m Coleman, 15, a junior at National
Cathedral School for Girlt, participated in
the School of Communication'• Urban

nizations on and off campus,
opeaken, a cultural show, parties,
and more.

CHICK COREA - FR.EEDOM
. BAND (jazz arti,?ts) with vocalist GAYLE MORAN.
K STAJ ,J ,QNEGuitarist/
.
.

New .frican Group Plans Year

IODM!

•

•

Ad~lAsare

Hilltop St.aft'

-

PLUS 30 TOP PERFORMERS
'

Sept.. 7, Saturday, 1PM-8:30PM
On the Mall
.

Between the Washington Monument and the Capitol Bldg.
(Between 4th £, 7th Streets, direttly behind
the Smithsonian National Air & Space Museum.)
FOR MORE INFORMATION call (202) 546-5344

Sponsored by the Religious Freedom Crusade
· 5930 Franklin Ave .. Los Angeles. CA 90028
Re• lt~rw ~IL'111c1r1 . f"lal101loll P1t's~n1 ol Arnt-rocan ~' omen11 Clt'fy) Aaoc'.: R~ . Jim Nichols. · \~Cit
~ r""'d~m T\' [, Radio M1n1slf\ .
Ot . Lt"O CNmpoon. fellow..hip Misli~~ S.i;"i'5l Chu1ch: Church~ ~
IOk>g't' . Rt'·· \\' 11l1a111 lukt'. We11tl'1n Avt>. Chu1ch 01 God: Rt'\ . Mott I~ f" uli.t". P1~nl of the \lioomen Minil!Wr 11
A:1.5'Xtal 1001 o t Gri.alL'r ~•11h1~100 H"''· 01'. T imoth) B11kt"tl. Prnidt:nt ot ttw Pfot.lll'M C~~ of ChYtchn
and Ck•ftj\
I~ lfo-t,,~- I · -.. ·~·...-·
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The French encouraged the imBlack United Front will mOderate prise 37 per.c ent and the remainder of the pon11lation consists of migration of Europeans while
the program.
'.
.
New Caledonia is a little-known other South Pacific islanders and slaughtering the native people be• t · On Tueaday, ~ptember 10, the
South Pacific colony consisting of so-called refugees. Ms. Ounei, a cause they have extensive eco· ; ' H.U :S.A. in conjunction with a main island and three smaller member of the Kanak Socialist nomic and strategic interests
\ .. ,, ·.three other o~izationa will h~ld islands offthe coast.of Austra?ia. lt National Liberation Front there. The Kanaks were reduced
a forum on t~e . fight against has remained under French domi- (FLNKS) and founder of the group from 200,000 to only 26,000 by the
French rule -in l!'ew Caledonia, or
Kanak. and Exploited. Women in massacres. Kanaky is the world's Kanaky, 88 the ,ndigenous people nation for over 130 years. It is one
second largest producer of nickel.
call their land. frhe program will of the few colonies in which the Struggle, describes the refugees
be held at 7:00 p.m. in the Un- indigenous people who are1of Afri- as, ''All the traitors, the suppor- It also produces manganese,
der11audate Litjrary Lecture Hall. can descent number less than half ters of French imperialism from chro~e, gold, ifon, cobalt, zinc and
.•: The featured •waker will be Sus- the current pop'ulation. The Algeria, all the traitors from coffee. Kanaky in particular and
'· anna Ounei . ~eonard Harvev. K.a naks, called Melanesians by Vanuatu, all the traitors from that area of.the South Pacific in
National VicerChairman of l~ the French, comprise 43 percent of Vietnam . . . the rubbish of the general, is a nucleBr testing zone
and the si~ of French military
ternational Aff'_frs for the nation- the population, Europeans com- world.''

Ona
D
Bi»cial ..JTbo Hillt.p

bases.
The Kanaks have continuously
•

resisted French imperialist domination and the struggle is intensifying. The first major uprising occurred 25 years after the
start of French rule and was Jed by
High Chief Atai in 1878. In 1917
another High Chief, Noel, led a revolt which focused on resisting
conscription into the French army
during World War I. The revolt
was crushed and the French decapitated Noel and sent his head to
a French museum where it was
displayed. In the late 1960's the

Kanaks held demonstrations calling for the return of the land without any conditions. The French
have offered .. independence with
association."

Recently France has flown in
6,000 police and soldiers to "keep
peace" in the midst of continuing
Kanak resistance and antiindependence right-wing reaction.
in November 1984 FLNKS led
over 80 percent of the people in a
boycott of the territorial electiona.
On December 1, they formed the
Provisional Government of
Kanaky .

ovement
· condnued from

.

'

lnternation'l Relation s and
Political Econ?.my, indicated that
the debt problj m ~s an issue that is
negotiated in the New In. ternational !Economic Order,
.NIEO. The p~blem impacts on the
lives of wom~ras a result of policies resorted
by int.emational
corporation~ Activities of international ~-yrporations such as
dumping of t;xic waste, the pervasive pricin~eystem and marketing practices, ~mpact on the living
conditions of Third World women
especially. H~tem notes that some
• of those issues are no longer peripheral issuf s, "they are issues
that have re~rcussions on whole
eocieties.''
/
At the non-governmental forum in
Nairobi, as -11 as its predecessors
, , in Copenh gen and mex1co,

women discussed international
issues and the way they impact on
the lives of women. For Hatem,
that is the most important contribution of the non-governmental
conference towards the ,Cause of
feminism. ''It allows for one ·to
make connnections between largescale national and international
policies and the lives of women,"
said Hatem.
Grass-roots and small scale
organizations which constitute
the n on -governmental conferences take the resolutions
passed and use them to lobby the
official delegations, Hat.em noted.
When asked whet.her some
issues are concerned with women
more than men, Hatem responded
in the affirmative. ''Even though ·
the social significance goes beyond
the sexual groups, at the same

time you cannot ignore gender
considerations. We need to have
policies that have different"effects
on both genders. You cannot deny
the existence of gender and the
way policies effect them, explained Hatem .
In Hat.em's view, it iS not clear
at all that issues discussed in the
NIEO are going to have equal impact on both men and women .
''More often, you have policies that
are favorable to men and neglect
th.e concerns of women,'' indicated
Hatem.
·Professor Hatem does not accept
that emphasis on women's issues
will constitute reversed discrimination. She said, ''Women still
lack behind men in political
decision-making, in health issues,
in access to loans and access to
technology. The interests o~ men

ha~e ..been serviced at the cost of Nairobi conference, explained

the interests of women ." She Hatem . She indicated that
emphasized that women's issues circumcision of women has been
are far from becominll reversed fought by Third World women due

''Women still lag behind men in

political decision-making . • . ''
discrimination.
at· one level, seem to undermine
To another question, Hatem, the cultures of certain societies.
who is from Egypt, denied that the Hatem says, however, ''These
non-governmental forum in issues are not new issues.''
Nairobi was an attack qn cultures.
In the past, First World women
Reportedly, participants in the
used issues such as circumcission
forum had attacked issues such as
circumcision of women in some and polygamy to attack the culsocieties, lesbianism and poly- tures of Third World countries but
gamy. Suell attacks or criticisms, ·-this was not the case at the
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to its psychological and physiological effects and therefore has become part of Third World women's
'
issues.
Polygamy was discussed at
Nairobi, but according to Hat.em,
to understand the issue of polygamy one needs to grapple with
the, understanding of women 's
issues in gene"r~l . She explained
that some Third World women defend polygamy on the be.sis of numerical differential of men and
women as well as nationalism.
·~me Third World women talk
about.imbalance in the numbers of
men and women ," says Hatem .
Some of the women believe it is
better to share than to prostitute,
according to Hatem. She does
not accept the position of the propolygamy women because there
are no statistics to show the numerical imbalance. Besides, she
says that polygamy gives men the
chance to have control over
women. ''Let me tell you, Third
world women did defend polygamy
as a practice, on numerical imbalance. That it was better to
share than not have any access to
men and that in certain situations,
given the numerical imbafance,
polygamy will take women away
from prostitution and all that."
Professor Hatem indicated that
defending polygamy in the interest of cultural nationalism is antithetical tO the interests of Third
World women. However, she explained that in their own societies
Third World women are critical of
polygamy. In this regard, Third
World women become apologetjc
of polygamy because they cannot
allow women from the core to denigrade their cultures at the iriternational level . ''Most Arab
women criticise polygamy in their
. own country but if First World
women. use it to criticise Islam,
then Arab women have a reason to
be apologetic about it," Hatem ex·
plained. ,
According to Hatem, ifthe Mexico conference was ''A celebration
of commonality of women's experience, Nairobi repre~nt.s a return
to emphasis on the commonality of
women's issues but now based.on a
more complex understanding of
tli'e difference." She pointed out
that at the official conference,
official differences that exist at the
UN are carried over. At the official
conferences, men dominate the
official delegation . With the
United States in Nairobi; MauTeen Reagan was just the figurehead, while a man was the real
dynamic force, according to
Hatem.
.
When reminded that there were
differences at the nongovernmental forum in Nairobi,
Hatem retorted sharply saying, .
11
Why would anyone expect
women, unlike nl.en, to ag1ee on
politics? This I can't understand.
"Men never ag1 ee on P,;>liticS, yet,
for some reason we explect women
to ag1 ee on politics, and that is incomprehensible to me ..,
. The Nairobi conference, the last
in the United Nations Decade on
Women, will come out with a document, Forward-Looking strategiee
For the Year 2000. It is asaumed
the document is going to provide ·
the guidelinee for women's actiona ,
in the next 15,years. "It's going to
guide .different national and int,>rnational efforts," said Hatem.
One of the significant aapect,a of
the Nairobi conference, according
to Hatem, is that "it introduced
women as important acton in the
area of peace." Historically,
Women havae been a.-umedu not
having interest in war and peace
issues and int.ernatiCM>aJ i 1.111 of
which war and_peoce_cnnat;tute a
part. It ia- well 'Mtal>Ji+ 1 d that

wome*
have besn active in diaarmament,i ue1 and Nairobi re-
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Opposed to Apartheid?

Sh, c;.,o~ fR:, AS Lo/'14 AS
Allil"1"H£l.:>

r.,.;

•

s 17<1 s;'-""'

011 .,...~
We G4>I CJ>llTo111~ Tl> . We~<.. ~t:a..
Ye;.J

Ho ard University ·
and Sou':lh A
We are not say in g that loud noises
can cripp le apartheid, bu1 what w~
are saying is tha1 ii takes ·a political

At tl1is criti al n1on1ent of the
eco110111ic a11d Pplitical struggles by
Afri ca11 peop le n South Africa, we
s1rongly suggest hat it is not eno ugh

will to make economic and other
decisions. If we as an institu1io11 can
conti:ibute to discrediting the political
i111age of 1he supremacist settler
regime in Pretoria. we \YOL1ld have

for Ho\\'ard U11i ersity to just divest
i n_ r\111erica11 ·0·1npa11i.eS- doing b11siness in S uth Africa. Even
t1ni\•ersi(ics \\•iih 1ies to. Israel, which
stro11gl}' support Soutl1 Africa. have

annot111(..·ed steps o di\'Cst. fro111 Sou1h
African -a ffilia1c busi11esses.
Though \\'C re og11 ize that H oward
Universil}' offici ls ha\'C never real ly
been i11 the forcf 0111 of liberat io11 for
people ot· Africa t o ri gi11, we· feel that

•

•

Kwame

if liberal and con erva1ive elements of
the Ameri can pi er structure can be
as explici t as th have been in their
denu11ciations
r apart heid, Dr . .
Jam es Check an hi s cabinet can be
as well.
.•
Ho\\·ard cele rated a campus acti \'il)' during th last sc hqol year by
J:i;i«<lring Bisho Desmond Tutu with
doctoral degr e. We applaud the
niversity ror this political statement .
···.
ut any positive fmplica1ions that this
had "'as grossf offset when Dr.
Cheek decided 1 fi nanciall y embrace
Rodn1an Rocke eller, \YhoSe family
has been a pren ier investor in South
Afr ica historica ly. We consider this
action to be so ewhat emba rr'assing made a significant cont ribution
for 1l1e st udents who are concerned, towards breaking the pillars of aparparlicularl)' in ·ght of the publicity theid international ly.
the South Afric n issue has received
St udent s at Howard would have a
latel,y.
.
. . .
booster in their anti-apartheid stance
. \\ c r~~I th~t . he ~n1vers11y IS r~ch ir Dr. C heek and his top ad1n trad1t1~n in ~erm s pf at,tract1ng minis1rators could lead a march o n
g~eat African 1bera1·o rs to spea~~he South African embassy with
Since the da n of . the 1980' s
--~ - th
d
h "d
1
Howard studen ~s have been educated Pa~~. at ~nout?ce ai:>art e1 ·
by head s of s te such as Ahmed In addition, this un1vers1~y could
S.ekou Toure late President of declare a Free South Africa Day
Gui11ea, and R~ ert Mugabe, current with a vigil on campus.
Prime Mini st r of Zimbabwe .
Considering tha1 no person of
Osagyefo Kw~me Nk(umah, the
African descent can com mand
great pan-Afric.• nist, deibated here on r~ spect ~s long as our enemy co nthe position tqat Europeans must tinues to devour our ho meland, we
respect Afri ca n ~ as equal human be- say that our humble requests are not
ings before thf world can talk of
racial harmoniy. lri this regard, 100 much to ask. In fact, we can
Howard must make a clear and une- argue thal ''snuggling up'' with
quivocal state ent ~ndicating which capitalist inv estors with profit
side this unive sity is on in the cur· motives in South Africa such as the
rent phase of be struggle in South Rockefellers cannot erase the damage
10 our dignity as a race of people.
Arrica .

Nkrumah, the
great
Pan,Africanist, '
debated here.
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A major question that seems to tellectual sources." A very impor· nomically dangerous and violent ment of a ''Black middle cl888,"
permeate the minds of well· tant source was the National Ad· situation h~ been quelled for a and because many of the leaders of
the people are advocating a aocial·
·
meaning persons in this country visory Commission on Civil Dis- while .
So h~w does fhis relate to U .S. ist traq.sfonnation of South Africa,
is: Is the United States govern· oi-de'rs, appointed on July 29, 1967
ment truly opposed to apartheid? by Lyndon B. Johnson . After seven policy concerning South Africa? the U .S . ruling claBB and its allies
The source of this dilemma is t he mont_hs of investigation, the ''i n- First we must recognize that the smell serious trouble for their imfact that the U .S . government is tellectuals'' produced a report in foreign policy of every capitalist perialist interests there.
But the disbandment of the cur·
comprised of individuals from var· which they provided '' remedies'' country is fonriulated by and in
ious areas of the political spec· for the economically dangerous the interest of the owners of the rent apartheid struc"ture could.
maintain the U.S. interests there,
trum: liberal and conservative Re- conditions. One remedy it devised means of prOduction or the ruling
publicans and liberal and con- was called,, '' The Enrichment class of these countries. This· in· the ruling class feels. It could
servative Democrats. But the ma· Choice." According to the report, eludes the owners of natural re- serve a similar funotion as it did
jor string that ties all of these ''One objective of the"Enrichment sources, factories, railroads, the· during the ''hot summers'' in the
ideologies together is their pro· Choice would be to help as many media, major stockholders in US: create a moderate ''Black
found faith and support of the disadvantaged Americans as multi-national corporations, and middle claEJs'', destroy massive
possible-<>f all races-to enter the other capitalists. U .S . capitalists economic exploitation solely along
world capitalist system.
racial lines, and dispel the chances
mainstream of Ameri ca n prosperNotwi thstanding the agree·
·
are the second leading investors in of a revolutionary African government of these individuals on the ity , toward what is often called South Africa with between 18 and
ment of the people coming to powmiddle-class statu s .''
fundamental tenets of capitalism,
20 percent of the total direct inthey encounter slight conflicts on
· So, as we .ca n see, the ruling vestment in the country. Accord· er The Western Massachusetts
the best way to keep this system in class in the U.S., at the req.uests of ing to the Washin~n Post, the Association of Concerned African
tact. This is the root of their differ· its ''scholars'', saw ~he need to ex· State Department calculated a di- Scholars revealed this fact in its
ences on the congressional floor, in pand the ''Black miadle class'' here rect investment figure in, 1983 of
·
t ·t h
·
I d th
th
book: U.S. Military Involvement
the White House, and most im- Just a i a s imp ore
e ou
$2 .3 billion and $7 billion in port· in Southern 'Africa: ''The Western
Portantly, in the corporate boai-- African ruling cla ss to do . But folios, for a total direct .and in·
. d
· th U s? It
f
powers, led by the United States, ·
drooms, regarding the issue of w h at h as t h is one in e . . .
direct investrrient o $9.3 billion.
· 1 h
l"be ted
1
bee
have.-proclaimed their desire to
apartheid in South Africa .
certain Y as not 1 ra
peop e In addition, it has
n calculated
·
d
t Wh t ·t h
/:
help create an maintain_ 'moQ..f Afrtcan escen .
·elopt
"
ng
an
accurate
answo
a
1
as
that
90
percent
of
1oreign
invest·
In d 0 •
d
·
d 1
"b IT".
erate , governme nts th roug h ou t
one"'tsb to createh a 1·
argerI u11er
f
Th ey see k to
e r to this popular question . we
d ment in South Africa- is accounted southern Arica.
have to truly u.n derstand the con· zone etween t e ru 1ng c ass an
for by five countries, all of them a
d
f d
..
1
1
the large mAiority nf lower-class
rt fth . te
t"
1 "t 1· t a voi a un amenta po 1t1cal·
cept behing the term ''apartheid''.
~
pa 0
e in ma iona capt a is
economic r eco nstruction- like
Africa
n
descendents.
This
''buffer
powe
structure
1
"
n
lud1'ng
B1·1
·
Contrary to t h e ima ge current
1y
'
c G
· th a t un d erway 1n
· A ngo 1a an d
•
'' · 1 d
l.t . ·
to
t · r h US W
being conveyed · to the Americari zone tnc u es pot 1c1ans, ac rs,
atn, t e . . ,
est ermany, M
b"
hi h
uld
~ actresses, merchants, professors, F
d
"tzer"l d
ozam ique--w c .a1one co
ranee, an
WI
an ·
...... · 11.1:. •
• gful
to
Public by the ruling class via it:s corporate executives,, and others
_giverur1cansmean1n
access
media, educational institutions,
With this in mind, in addition to the rich resources of their na· d who primarily re lay to the greater
an d ot h er sources, a par th e1
the rich mineral resources located tions.''
,,
·population of their· race the mes·
Jn other words, the U.S. ruling
represen ts mu,c h more th an sepa·
.
in South Africa, as well as its good
..
sage: See, discrimination doesn't
ration o f th e races , or mere ·rac- exist anymore for our people. If you strateaic
loc.ation, it is quite clear class, its government included,
b.
ism in fl icte d upon an Arrt can
·that the ruling class in the U .S. does not give two cents about the
1
majority by a Europeari minority . work hard li~e did , Y °uftc~_n be· considers the current volatile immoral implications behind eroAUflrtheid represents gross eco-- come economica 11 Y we ·O DC\situation in &uth Afric to be nomic ~itatioii and racial sub.-\
n4*nic explota'tion;"'c ultui-al
' ...But the
.. t hat
evenlil.ore dangerous to
eco- juptlon 1& Sout'ti Africa, becaw.(
jugation, and psychological poverty still exists in communities nomic interests than the situation it still practice& the same princi:
humiliationofanAfricanmajority of African de sce nden~ and the that existed here some 20 years pies he.re, just in a more deceitful ,
by a settler colonialist, European overwhelming majority of our peo- ago. It is more dangerous because Covert, and dangerous manner. If
minority, which, like its allies in .Pie are still living in terrible con· in South Africa, there is an Afri- . it were· not for the danger that
the U .S ., constitutes the ruling ditions, unemployment is still se· can majority that is highly politi· apar:theid, in its current form,
class of that country. The soci<;>- vere, and the overall conditions cized and is fighting for control of poses for Wes~ern imperialism,
economic and political interests Of are still horrendous. Then.what is the land and its fruits. Because the the U .S. ru-l ingclass would be say·
this class, almost identical to that the difference? The ''Black middle likelihood of all-out armed strug· ing to the South African governof ruling classes 'throughout the class'' is larger and very Com~ gle; primarily along racial liD.e, is ment, ''Hey guys, this is a damn
capitalist world, is catered to via placent with its personal class sta- imminent, unless the apartheid good idea! ''Let's not continue to let
the systematic colonization and tus and represents ''window dress· government can hasten a reform the U .S . governmenttrick us yrith
exploitation of the African
ing'' for the ruling class. The eco· program, including the establish- its hypocrisy and deceptions .
Another important thing for us
to understand is that the debate on
J
apartheid among the liberal and
conservative elements of the U.S.
j'Atriu Ms trl)8rience4 the dutlt• of Wftitt
government, as well as the rest of
lnrinclbllllJ. "'1foro llNll
the Western power strUcture, did
,
we ...,.. consclo•s mMely
'
not begin just after the current
wave of European repression and
of twe dasMS of 111aiW,
African resistance in South Africa
llNI wltlle • ....,..,.,.
during the past year. As a matter
Md tlfe blacll CG•4Mtrli',
of fact, the U .S . power structure, in 1hbladrsi.Alrb ..w
'order to preserve its highly ex·
know llNlfllre dlles
ploitative corporate interest in
w#I aot IN CM¢ .,.,..
South Africa, has been attempting
to persuade the South African govfore...,..''
ernment for nearly 20 years to dis-Stephen Biko
mantle its present strategy of
maintaining Western imperialist
•
interests in its country by creating
a ''Black middle class." To un·
derstand· the reasons for this
appeal, we must analyze the politi·
cal, economic, and social con·
ditions that existed in the U .S.
some 20 years ago, as well as its
current socio-economic and politi·
Gonmment flolenct CM only btwd
cal situation.
co.tter-.-lolenct. Ultimately, H fhre
The era of the 1960's in the U.S.
/1 n:o d.lwn-. of sanity
th ,,.tt of
marked a very critical juncture for
th fOfentmfff, th dlSfHlfe htwttn
the U.S. ruling class. Riots, kilth 10...,,.,..••t Md •1 p111111t wlll be
lings, and protest in communities
•
gftlttd ,,, force. ~'
of African descendents, as a result
of gross economic exploitation and
racism, tremendously embarrassed this country internation11lly
and created conditions that were
not conducive to the continued
acquisition of capitalism's primarydrivingforce: surplus capital
or profit. What was moet danger·
ous was the fact that the burden of
massive economic exploitation
was placed almost solely on people
of African descent, creating a
sharp economic and aocial disparsouth "
ity along racial lines. This type of
aithtion made the likelihood of
all~ut ~war in the U.S. almost
imminent if'a strategy were not
developed to ward it off. 'nie conditions of a Ci.vii war are just not
compatible with the maintenance
of economic exploitation or its
product, economic profit.
ON. ""'om ._, etC _
H
: To prepare a 1trategy to quell
, I
thia volatile aitua\jon, the ruling
class summoned varioua 1'in·

s
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Often times lead singers receive
a lit~le business counseling that

The Pointer Sis ers' uniqut)(y sensuous and erre'rve cent ability to put
across a song has won them success
since their very fi st release 12 years
ago . Howe\'Cr, it was in 1984 that
their long, h it studded career
rocketed ""'ith a triple-platinumn1
album, ''Break 0 t, " 1hat possessed
four top ten single hit s.
Their power-pa c ked video s
established their authorit)' as stylists
for a whole new eneration and the
Pointer Sisters ar well on their way
to achieving the legendary stature
their talent deser es.

usually asks the artist to deeply
consider a solo career. The ex·
amples are numerous : Lionel

Ritchie left the Commodores ,
David Lee Roth ankled. Vail

Halen, .Michael Jackson left his

brothers, Luther Vandross departed Change and·, you can take
my word for it, Daryl Hall is bound is the Seventh Wave." Although
the song is tolerable, the intended
to divorce John Oates.
.
And so the trend continues. ethnicity seems forced and someAlthough Sting has not mentioned what artificial . The remainder of
• a possible break with the other side one is certainly enjoyable, bµt
members of The Police; his first not necessarily noteworthy .
solo album may be an 'i ndication of Standouts here include "Chilhis intentions. On ' 1Dream of the . dren's Crusade'' and ''Shadows in

The West Oaklhnd Church of God
in Oakland,

C~ifornia,

gave the

Poi11ter Sisters :?eir first audience.
During the sixties the)' sang in junior
and senior choirs .(Their parents, both
ministers, wante.CI to protect their
talented daughters from the
temptati on-riddeh life of 'the blues
and jazz \\'Orld a~d tried to ·keep their
~
focus on the m¥sic of the gospel .
HO\\'ever , surrounded by a ·sea of
musical styles, they jumped right in two Grammys for Best Vocal by a
and tried a bit o f everything.
Pop Group (''Jump' ') and Best
1
Their first two albums both went Vocal Arrangement (''Automatic'')
gold and contained a wide variet y o f and 1wo American Music Awards
material . From ~ca1-jazz , sOul and (Best Black Video Group and Bes.I
country, they derlloilstrated 1heir ease Black Recording Group) .
with all the f~rm s o f American
' 'Contact ,'' their new album , co npopular music . Treir country success tinues the electric, high-energy,
led them 10 become the first Black heavy- beat mu sical direct ion o f
fe111ales ever to a ppear on stage at the ''Break
Out ." N o
Grand Ole Opryl in Nashville .
urban dance n1u sic has ever had
. In 19.78 a dramatic turn of event s wider appeal than the album 's o pen 1oo k place whet1 l 1he Pointer Sisters ing cut, ''Twist My Arm . " This up
and Richard Perry joined togeth er in tempo, disco-beat song possesses not
a ne\\' reco rding contract wilh Perry's onl y appeal but excellent vocal arcustom label, Planet Records. The rangement and harmony. The fir st
c hen1 is1r~· bet\\'9en Perry a nd the si ngle, ''Dare Me ,'' offers the Pointer
P o in te r S i s t e r ~ simn1ered with Sisters at their sexy, sassy best \.\'here
creat i\'C ericrgy a pd 1he debut of thi s e\'Ci'y insinuation is double-edged and
new partnership \\•as a lightn ing bo lt e'' c;ry invitation a chaJlenge. Another
o f a hit. Each a t lassic in their own cut on the album, ' ' Burn Th e Night
\vay , kept o n comming : ''Hap- Down ,' ' expresses the n1ood of a perpiness, " · •H e's So Shy, " ''Should I son breaking away fro nt the usual
Do It '' and ''Sle w Hand '' were all routine .
steps up !he Pointer Si s te~ s ' long lad The high-energy vocals o f An ita
der o f success.
Po inter only add to the qualit y o f the
,
album . The title rut ''Cont act'' ex 10 T~e a;~~~~:·-~b~~~~t'' !r:~~~~~ presses a sentiment o f no t \\'anting to
The album won the Po inter Sisters be alone, bul increases the intensit y

Blue Turtles," Sting proves con-

the Rain,''

Side two of this album is really
clusively that his individual talent.s are not dependent upon fellow where the s ubstance and form lie .
group members Andy Summers .Beginning with ''We Work the
and Stewart Copeland. While the Black Seam Together'' and ending
tri_Q .ID!!._ke what can be considered with '' Fortress Aro und Your

...
_. _,,_ .Ct"'

.

Heart," this side can be co~sidered
a tour de force . The lyrics of''Black
The album opener, "If You LOve Seam'' voices concern over the conSomebody Set Them Free," im- dition of coal miners around the
mediately sets the tone for Sting's world (see excerpt). Jumping to a
well-recogni zed Carribean-rock blues flavor is the up-tempo tune
tempo . Res is ting current trends ''Consider Me Goni!'." Individual
and utilizing solid musical princi- performances on this number ~re
ples, this tune exemplifies Sting's exceptional, especially the dTUiml
dedication to non-s_ynthesized per·c ussion work by Darryl Jones.
quality . Continuing the reggae
The only instrumental melody
flair is the slightly overdone ''Love on the album, . ''The Dream of the
a supergroup , Sting is the sole reason for their phenomenal status.

of the album wi1h its excellent
background vocals. The single ''Back
In My Arms'' is a classic exan1ple of
girl· meet s boy, girl loses Qoy, girl
wa nt s boy back, son1cth ing '\\.•hi ch a
lot o f us Ho\\•ardites can empa1hi ze
with . The musica l range is \vide : a
touch of Ne\.\' Orl ea11s in ·· Po un d,

•'

Po und, Pound ," a pinch o f s1cel
Clrum cal ypso in '' Bod ies and Souls. "
and a return to the sCnio r choi r a l the
\Vest Oakland Church of God for tl1c
LP 's s1and -o ut balla d ''freedo m ."
y.•hich is 1he onl }' s\o\v iempo so11g o n
1he a lbun1.

Blue Turtles," is decidedly short,
but brilliantly executed . The
pianO portion alone is quite good.
Continuing his journey through
all musical styles, Sting belts his
rendition of New Orleans jazz with
the tune ''Moon Over Bourbon
Street." Here Sting's own raspy ·
voice is perfectly suited for the

mood and tempo of the song,
Finishing out the album is what
I.consider to be the best work of the
entire project. ''Fortress Around

Your Heart" .is the type of song
that can be added to 11ny list of
·''bests." Understandably, but not
unfortunately, ''Fortress' ' undoubtedly sounds like a Police
song. Yet this sound is improved
upon by Sting's use of background
vocals and repeated chorus. Even
th& lyrics seem born to match the
impressive instrumentation.
In essence, Sting's first solo outing is a success. Whether or not
The Police break up is neither here
nor there,' but should that time
come to pass, at least Sting will not
be left. out in the cold.

•

We work the Black seam
O \•er 1 11~ last 12 }'Cars 1l1c P oi n1 er
Sisters ha\'e prod uced a bod}' of \\'Ork
uneq ualled in the bread1!1 of its
musical visio n a11d t he deptl1 of its
qu alit y. T he)' are, indeed , glamorous
\'Clera11s at the heigh! o f lhcir 111usica l
pO\\'ers. Thei r exlraord inar y talent s
have been ho 11cd and po lis hed 10 a
brilli an1 sheen as o ne ca11 pc rci.: i\'C
from th eir lat est albu111, " Co111 ac1. "

This place has changed for good
Your economic theory said it would
It's hard for us to understand

·~

We can't give up our jobs the way we
should

••

The seam lies underground
Three mllllon years of pressure packed It

•

down

•

---------------------:,-----------------------:-,-:----....,.----:'.7:--:-::-~---:-~~:r-:~--twe walk through ancient forest lands
~
1
·iut. 1lJ 1;- _ (. t
And light a thousand cities wfth our
hands
•
Your dark satanic mills
Have made redundant all our mining
skills
·

Prodµctive year ahead for Fine Arts
Allsor llotllel
Hilltop SWf, Reporttr

The College o~Fine Arts is putting
its best foot for.,;~rd this year for student performanI.

"Our first pr uction this year will
be Shakespeare's The Winter Talc,''

said newly appointed Drama Depart·
mcnt Chairman Carol Singlet.on.
The production, directed by auest

director Mike Malone, will preview

November 6 and will run N0>ewber

7 ,8,9.14,lS. and 16 added Singleton,

coordinator of student recitals, Raymond Jackson .

oratura soprano and an associate
professor at Jersey State College; a

tions this year,'' she Aid about the

The department. will be presenting
a Student Recital Series that will be
conducted at 12:40 p.m. every Thursday in the college, said Jackson .
the music department this year in-

tooth, vioqnist and pianist; pianist
Bruce Stieg, and a panel discussion
on ••African and Jewish MusicContrasts and Parallels'' featuring
Jerome Barry, a cantor at Temple
Israel in Silver Spring, Maryland,

clude: a recital by guest artist John

performed by John Eubanks,a pro-

Young, a Black concert pianist and
a member of Lincoln University and
Wilmington Music School; a recital

fessor at Howard's School of Divini-

ty and Thomas Korth, associate pro-

by auest artist Ann Estill, a col-

Music.

We're doinl only two larae produc-

department which bas not yet deeid·
ed on it"s Sprina prOduCiion.
Sin&leton aloo said that several student project$ Involving acting and
direetiq will be presented this year.
•·
-,
The collese's Music Depanment
will be involvod in "attempting to
have an inter-<:Olleaiate and inlet·
depanmenlal nlatlonship with other
parts of the 1 z· va lity this year,''said

.

.

Other activities 10 be presented by

recital by guest artists Cynthia Mon-

fesssor of Howard's Department of·

''One of the main highlights this
year. will again be American Music
Week in November,'.' said Jackson.
''Another big event will be the performance of the faculty, the choir,
the jazz ensemble and student and
faculty soloists on AM/FM WGMS
at 8:05 p.m . October 30, " said
Jackson .
Although a representative from the
Art Department could not be reached for comment at press time, an
students say that they are looking forward to a productive year.

for all the poisoned steanu In Cumberland
our conscious ltve.s run deep
You cling onto your mountain while: we

sleep
This way of life Is part of me
There Is no pr1ce so only let me be
And should, the children weep
The turning world wtll sing their souls to
sleep

When you hav• sunk without a trae<
The universe will suck me into place
One: day In a nudear age

'

ynamic pro ile of

You can't exchange: a six-Inch band

0

es on

They may understand our rage
They build machines that they can't control
And bury the: waste In a great btg hole

Power was to become cheap and d•an
Grimy faces were never seen

But deadly tor twelve thousand years Is
carbon fourteen

quarterly ''Freedomways," and

available to the public September
18, is a magnificent contribution

•

to the regrettably small body of
Black studies literature. It is a
book no conscientious scholar or

educator should be without

Special
1

roT he Hilltop

The work is sectioned into thirds,
including personal and pro fessio nal
observation s on Robeson, hi s
philosophy , and hi s arr1 s l1 c
endeavors; selections from Robeson 's
writings and speechs as a man and an
activist; and finally, tribute in prose
and poetry \\'ritten by many eminent
artists, authors, and social scientists.
Contributors to this monumental
tribute to Robeson include Dick

The majority o f Black collegeeducated students are well-versed in
1hose trciditionlil advoca1es of what
has been coJJdquially termed ''the Gregory, Lena Horne, Nikki Giovan Struggle." Mary McLeod Bethune, ni Gwendolyn Brooks Alice Childress
Martin Luther King, and Malcolm X and Charles Wri ght, among others.
are indeed auspicio us personages;· we Robeson's anonymity to the Black
as Black stude"its have been nurtured race is~ dispelled through the publicaon their achievements as far back as tio n of this book ; an anonymity
we can reme?,"!ber; they are like which is not surprising consideAhg
folktales, recalled for Us by our . the deliberate falsifications and
relatives , and taught to us by con- downright lies which the McCarthy
cerned educators . In the long list of era racist establishment propogated
Black advocat~s. however, it is vefy
surprising to find ·few individuals in order to eradicate him fron.
who are comf{>rtably familiar with ' popular literature, theatre, and public
the a'rtistic and 1 rema~kably Afrocen- appearances. It is perhaps one of
tric brilliance of Paul Robeson, ad- - White America's more deliberate atvocate of ci r il . rights, eminent tempts to obliterate the volatile
schola i;! and Bas.s vocalist par character of .Robeson from public
memory.
excellence.
In 1933 Paul Rob~son wrote, ''I
Robeson, howeve'r, proved dif- two consecutive ·years as an All- tionship Or the African to his Af~o
suppose I am the only Black man in ficult, if not impossible, to silence;
American for football defense. He American counterpart and linking the
the world -whol docs hot w3nt to be his past background of achievemnets . not only wrote and spoke fluently an two with language, art form, dance,
White.'' Emin·e nt words for a Black proved a firm stronghold. Winning excess of 10 languages (including and folklore well before any Black or
man of the period . When many Balck a full scholarship to Rutgers Unive(- Chine-s el he was also fluent i.n Sw~ White well-known anthrolopologists
leaders were identifying more with· sity in 1915, he was inducted into the hili and the Bantu groups. Hts made this remarkable discovery .
the oppressor ]than the oppressed, Phi Beta Kappa fraternity as a junior merits included the tirst Black vocal Paul Robeson: The Great ForerunPaul Robes.o n stood his ground both (an unheard of achievement), and
performer who recognized the ' ner, touches on Robesont~ life and
as an artist andlas a Black man, con- graduated· valedictorian of his class.
sp1r1tua1 as ·a valid art form by per- work, his ideU,· and his legacy to
cerned only with the welfare of his Not strictly an academician, while in
forming it as serious repetoire at con- students of Black studies. It is in:
work and his ~pie. Paul Robeson: college Robeson wo n 13 varsity let- cert halls. He was a reputable an- valuable as a book and even more inThe Great Forerunner, compiled by . ters 'n four sports, and was cited for
thropoloaist, specializing in tl)e rela- comparable as a study aid .
•

'
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·N.o t Stressed By Grad Schools
For morC:than a fe of the seniorS
W ho will graduate this· year, graduate
school will be an immediate career

move .\$electing a gre1iduate school is
an impo'rtant decision for students,
but on the other hand, selecting
students for graduate f tudy programs
is an important decision for graduate
sch90ls. There has ~een a lot of
discussion concerning the way
grad~te schools sel~ftheir student s
over the past few yea~s. This tnay be
of interest to those stpdents who are
planning on graduate' school as a
career investment .

I

An anicle entitled' ''Harvard
to
.
Diop an Admission ljt:St'', which ap-

peared in the August 11 issue of The in the future more emphasis will be hoped other medical schools would
New York Times, stated that in the placed on undergraduate academic follow their example so that apcoming fall, Harvard Business School performance in tJie review of ap- plicants, no longer having to prepare
will no longer require its applicants plicants to graduate school. Milton for an examination, would devote
to take the Graduate Management Wilson , dean of the School of more attention to getting a wellAdmission Test (GMAT) . John Business faculty, feels that Howard rounded undergraduate education.
The message is clear. If you plan
Lynch, admissions director for the adequately prepares its students for
MBA program, stated that, ''We admission to prestigious graduate to attend graduate school, you are '
going to have to put in the hours at
spent a lot of time in the last year schools.
The policy of not requiring stan- the undergraduate level . As Dean
evaluating our admission policiej,
Wilson suggested, Howard Universiand we believe that standardized dardized test scores is not limited to
tests, and the GMAT in particular , , graduated schools of business. Three ty has the facilities . What it requires
of us as students is that we niake
do not make sense in terms of what months prior to Harvard's decision,
·
the Medical School of Johns Hopkins good-use of them.
we are all about .''
Dr . Lawrence Johnson , professor University annoubced that it will no
of Marketing in · the School of longer require its candidates to take . Douglass P . Sel~y
President
Business and former instructor at the Medical College Admission Test .
Harvard's Business School ," feels that Officials at Johns Hopkins said they SBPA Student Council

',_.

· THE PRICE ONE PAYS FOR
PURSUING ANY PROFESSION,
CAREER, OR CALUNG, IS AN
INTIMATE KNOWLEDGE OF ITS
UGLY SIDE.

•

'

Business Camps Aid lnJobSearch
Students this sumJer had dnothcr · recogniied -the ncd for college
vehicle to help them ~n ,their search students to have at their fingertips as
for employment, thank·s to Business
Week's Guide To C~recrs Camps.

Department of Edu'cation statistics
indicate that it takes die average col·
lege grad.u ate six mon,t hs of full·time
work to find their first job out of
school. With 1.3 million students
graduating this year, Ithe job search
is a competitfte, time consuming one .
It's a race to get the best job. first.
BuSiness Week' k Guide To
Careers, in conjunctidn wiJh business
Week's Executive lj>rograms, has

much individualized job hunting information as possible . With this personalization in inind, the Business
Weck Guide To Careers Camps have
been created.
Three intensive weekend programs, chaired by J . Robert Connor,
editor-in-chief of Busi ness Week's
Guide To Careers, were held to date
in
New
Yo rk , · Boston.and

Philadelphia.
The three-day seminars included
sessions o n job strategies, making

and using contacts, and where the
jobs are . In addition, all participants
were videotaped in a simulated job
interview situation, and prepared a
winning resume under the supervision

of an expert. The $295 .00 Camp

attitude ."
,
Due to demand, Business Week 's
Guide To Careers will also be cotiducting school-sponsored Career
Camps beginning in the fall, at colleges and universities nationwide .

feacured speakers from private in dustry and acad~mia, in addition to
Guide To Careers editors .
Responses from the attendees rated,
the program as ''excellent." One participant noted, . ''This has been the
most worthwhile weekend of my entire college career. Now I can go and
look fo r a job with a positive

Business Week's Guide To Careers
(circulation: 425,000) a practical , info rmative 'lguide for undergraduate
and graduate student s, is published
six times per year.
For further information , please
co nta ct Sarah Duffy at (2 12)
12-2416 .

s

lnt~rn~hip Info Offered at Career Planning
Thi s year the Of ~i c·e . of Career
Planning and Placement is providing
information for interested persons
describing a variety f internships.
Opportunities exist in bu si ness,
edUcational ,
and
non-profit
organizations. There ·re a variety of
· internships as diffefent as career
choices that will enable student s to
select an experience t[iat may tlll fi ll
his or her career needs.
In most instances i~ternship s provide little in respect 10 fulfilling finan cial needs. The primary objective is
to allow the indivi~ ~ al to gain ;ex perience, develop experti se in a particular area, and to cr1eate a net\\'o rk
of resource people that may influence
their career . The intern can ~hare 'in
controlling the incfentification of
tasks he o~ she may P9rform while in-

terning with the organization,
because internships are designed to
meet the needs of the srudent .

RESUME AND INTERVIEW
TRAINING SCHEDULE
FALL 1985

RESUME WRITING
CLASSES

LOCATION
Room 208, Office of Career Planning and Placement, 2nd Floor
Student Re so urce Center, CB
Powell Bldg. , 6th & Bryant Sts.,

1

Tuesdays, September 10, 17, 24.
Tuesdays, October 8, 15, 22, 29.
Tuesdays, November 5, 12, 19, 26.

INTERVIEW TRAINING
CLASSES
Thursdays, September 12, 19, 26.
Thursdays, October 10, 17, 24, 31.
Thursdays, November 7, 14, 21 .
••• Workshops to be held during Career Day, October 2,
1985 will be posted.

Skills Development

2.

Workshops- September

10 - November 26, 1985

3.

Ca reers Exploration Day
Program - October 2 ,

1985 - 9:00 AM · 4:00 PM,

N.W.

Blac kburn University
Cent.er

TIME
11 :00 AM - 1:00 PM

Graduate and Professional

4.
Schedule of Events sponsored
by CPP Office
.
1.
Regi stration for on-campus
Recruitment ProgramSeptember 18 . November
1, 1985

Schools- Informati o n

Day . October 24, 1985 10 :00 AM · 3 :30 PM ,
Blackliurn University

Center
•

•

•

LE
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STARTED JN, OBTAINING
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0
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ILE STILL
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MAKE
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HEDULED RECRUITERS
SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS & PUBLIC
ADM.
Hanes Knitwear
Arthur Young

October 8, 1985

Armstrong World Industries,
Inc.
General Acefilunting Office

•

•

1. Opening Your Own IRA Account
2. Investing Earned Money in Mutual F11nd
Accounts
3. Ge~ An Insurance Agent's License
· 4. Obtaining A Securities License & MORE

'
October 7, 1985

•

•

,

'

· October 9, 1985

Armstrong World Industries,
Inc.
.
GTE Service Corporation
;

October 10, 1985

Deloitle, Haskins, & Sells

October 11, 1985

Coopers & Lybrand
Morgan. Guaranty . Trust Company

•

'

'

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
MR. JOHN FAXIO, RM. 2?.8
' SCHOOL OF BUSINESS A: PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION· ·

FOR APPOINTMENT & FURTHER INFORMATION IN 'RESPONSE TO
THIS AD CONTACT ONLY: 797.;()958 '
Please, SERIOUS INQUIRIES ONLY/ti ·
DON'T GET CAUGHI' IN THOSE-OLD SA~GS
•
"He Who Hesitates .Is Lost Already!"
&
"Procrasttnatlon Is The Art Of ~tog Up With Yesterdayl"
•

,.

INVESTIGATE THESE OPl10NS BEFORE YOU AND BBGIN 'IOOAYI

'

•

•

'

,

-

II

•

•

-'

, p, FrldaY, September 11. 111116

PqellTbe

'

•

Sports In ormation
.
ead Res
s Post
'.

•

-

Tim Wiiliamson

•

I

Special to The Hilltop

theless, Howard's l 98.S Spring Sports
Gllide was judged superior to offerings from the University of Kentucky

· (3rd place), Harvard University (4th),

•

•

'

and ~c;> m~ll _University (.Sth).

After a very successful five and a
half year tenure as.sports information
' director at Howard University, Alois
''Ricky'' Clemons recently reSigncd
to take a marketina and communica-

, Clcmoa's also represented Howard

at national as well as international
events during his tcoui"e. In 1983 he
tions position with Miller -"worked as volunteer ·press officer at
Brewina Company, in Milwaukee, the United States Olympic Commit-

Wis.

tee's National Sports Festival in Colorado Springs, Co.

·

1

'My experience at Howard was
very beneficial,'' said Clemons in a
telephone interview last Friday. ''It
gave me the opportunity to grow and

'
. _Moreover, in 1984 Clemons serv-

ed as the Co-Venue Press Chief during the Olympics in Los Angeles.

develop and become well-rounded.
At Howard I had a chance to develop
my own press operations plan and 10
become familiar with all aspects of
sports publications.''

I

\

•

Ronnie Epp• will

1
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lo bgg lhro...b -Maine'• def•~·

,
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Bison To Play 1st Game
. outscored 21-0 over the remai nder of

Jim f<l'otrer
-

Hilltop S1aff JRi:porter

.

the game, and lost 27-23-.

But Howard Head Coa~h Willie E.

Jeffries is not looking at tbe past . H e

Well, it's that time of year again . ·
In case you haveP.'t noticed , or

is looking for his team to-start 1he

maybe you just don't ca re, football
. once more' upon us.
season 1s

season with a win, because he kno,vs
.that the public will look at the first

With each new

se~so n,

there come

new hopes. Some teams hope for a

conference champi onship, while
some hope for a nat·ional championship . Some teams si~pl y hope to beat
its rival schoo1; but here at Howard ,
many are hopi ng for a season in
which. there Jare rore wins tlh an
losses..
•

Clemons, who was the only Black

Th~ison' s 1985 team

will try to
realize illosc hopes ~tarting tomorrow
when it takes on ~ he University of
Maine, in Orono , ME.
If the Bison n~d any incentive
coming into the gami;, they only need
to look arlast year' ~ game against the
Black Bears. A fie ~ taking a 23 -6 second quarter lea CJ, Howard was
1

game as an indicator for the rest ot·
the season.

seniors .a nd three juniors . Tea
tain Mark Coutts leads the
Bears' defense from hi s left
linebac ker position .
On offense, Maine has four eturning starters. Sophomore quarter-

back Bob Wilder will guide the of-

fen se. He will set up behind an experienced offensive line which co11•
1ains three seniors .
''We're dealing \vith the public
Jeffries said he expects Teevans'
where the first impression is so im - · offense to pass more this year . Last
portant ," said Jeffries . ''A y,,·in yea r the team ran a wing-offense,
would get the students excited and whereas this year it will set up in a
boost morale ·on the 1cam ."
Mult iple- I offense. Je ff ries an The only obstacle stand ing bet - licipatcs a lot of movement from the
ween the Bison and a victory is an ex - Black Bears, but he hopes to put
periepced Maine team . The Black n1ore pressure on then1 by using some
Bears are guided by first year head different defensive wrinkles .
coach Eugene ''Buddy' ' Teevans. Bui
He sa id eve ryone is ''fairly
while Tcevan s ma y lack head healthy," and looking to build on last
cOaching experience,. his players have year's season ending victory. If the
plenty of on-the-field experience.
Bison come away with a win,jt would
On defen se , Main e has nine be [he first time Howa rd has won it s
starters returning fro n1 las! year 's 5·6 season opener since 1981, when the
team . The unit co nsists of eight Bi son beat Cheyney State 33-23.

I'

year's championship team. They arc
Stephanie Douglas, Valena Moore
and team capta in C hr is tina

Hilltop s1ar~ Reponer

Last season, the Howard University women's vollfyball team finish-

McCollum. Jackie Holliday, a

of the Mid-East~rn Athletic Conference (MEAC , while helping
Heach Coach Sa dra Debnam earn
Coach of the Yea honors for the second consecutive ye~r; Add to that
the fa ct that deP ed ·standout Norma Allen once gain was named
MVP of the MEAC tournament and
it seems that thiS year's squad- has
some pretty big Shoes to fill .
The good news for Bison fans is
that Coach Debiiam said this squad
is fully capa_b l1 of filling those
sizeable
s h'oes.
''We're going
win, '' said Debnam . ''We hav ~ more experienced
athletes whO are dedicated a nd
they're working rhuch harder . I think
this team is con1Jftitive enough to go
all the way. We' rf getting 100 percent
effort in practi9e. They're waking
r~al hard on what they need to work
on. It's a total t ~a m effort . They're
all in good condition and the girls are
mentally ale~. W
I e should win the
MEAC.''
Now this is not just your
customary prC-sepson optimism. One
look at the rost~r justifies all of the
high hopes surrounding a wogram
which has gone1from a weakling to
a powerhQuse d ring Debnam's nine
year tenure. ·
Three player return from last

volleyball squad.
Dougl~s. who showed last year
that she could hit with power, is expected to do more of the same this
season, while Moore and Holl iday
add depth and more power to the
lineup: McCollum's role is that of
field general and leader, sometl1ing
Debnam thinks she has sett led into
~I ready . '
''Christina's · been doi ng at\ excellent job of keeping the team
together, " she said. ''As the seaso11
progresses, the leadership sho uld remain with her, but we' ll also get a Jot
of support from the new girls. ''
Debnam' s ''new girls'' are the
member 's of this year's excellent
recruiting class. In addition to signing three freshman standouts, she
also secured four juniqr ,co llege
transfer students whom she expects
to contribute imptediately. Th ree of

ed 2f-15 and rcpe~ted ·as champions

,0

former member of the Lady Bison

ty Communit y College in La Plata,
Md . That team was ranked third in
the nation last year by the National
Junior Col lege Athletic Association .
· The former C.C.C.C. players are
Lisa Cureton , a utility player who
stands .S feet 7 inches tall , but y,,•hose
jumping ability allows her to play
much taller; Karen Bennett, a husky
.S feet 10 inches power hitter with a

Originally he had also planned to

be a volunteer for the LAOOC,
however, he was offered a paid position, which he accepted . Clemons
further admitted that his involvement

with the 1984 Olympics ultimately led

to his leaving Howard .
When asked about his ac''I had planned to volunteer hopcomplishments at Howard, Clemons, ing that it would lead to bigger and
who received a B.S. in journalism better things,' ' he stated, and apfrom the University of Maryland in parently it has.
1977, ci ted ''running a quality press
oper3tion and producing first class I Clemons will now serve as a corsports publications'' as his top porate press liaison for several proachievements .
, fessional and amateur sporting
! events, as well as entertainment
Under the leadership of Clemons, events that Miller Brewing Co. sponthe Howard Sp"orts Information Of- sors across the natio n .
fice placed second in the nation in the
''This is the level that I have been
multi-sports brochure contest spon- trying to get to,'' said C lemons,
sored by CoSlDA (College Sports In- referring · to his new posiformation Directors of America) . tion.''Howard gave me the opporThe University of Pittsburgh took tunity to do a lot of things ... but you
top honors in the contest . Never- have to always look to move ahead .''

"I'll be working

~

over the United

States, which is not euy. But the

thinp that I'll be doing will affect a
lot of people. I like to help people u
much as I can. Now I'm in a p()lition
where I can help people all over the
country,''added Clemons.

Although he bu left Howard
Clemons will still have an
influential involvement with the
university as well as other

predominately black. colleges and
universities. As part of his duties,
Clemons will be in charge of Miller's
interactions with the $WAC, CIAA
AND MEAC (of which Howard is a

member).
When asked about his fonnula for

success, Clemons said ''hard work,
planning and doing things that other
people don't do.''
Moreover, Clemons' future plans

do not totally exclude returning to
Howard. ''I would like to get involved with sports administration in the
future. My ultimate goal is to become
an executive for one of the professional teams (NFL, NBA, etc.). But

1 would ·also like to become the
athletic director at Howard someday, "stated Clemons. Without a
doubt, considering Clemons' accompli~hments to date, he would be
one of the top candidates vying to
succeed Leo Miles.
.
Clemons' 'duties at Howard have
been .assumed by Edward Hill Jr.,
who has served as assistant S.l.D.
since November of 1983.

I

Coach Named Full-time
John Mitchell

''I'm not satisfied because when
you become satisfied that' s when it
becomes time to get . out of
Howard University Track and . coaching.'' said Moultrie .
Field Coach William Moultrie has a
When asked what 's left for him to
challenge posted on the door to his do at Howard, Moultrie said, ''Three
office that reads:
to five years from now I would like
' 'You must run here or ... run away
from here. "
On August I, of this year, Coach
Moultrie was appointed as Hqward's
full-time coach, after coaching 12
years under panrtimc status. He considers his appointment as a very ex•
citing one .
Hilltop Staff Re porter

''I'm excited because the appoint- ·
ment gives me better latitude and an
opportunity to better service track
athletes academically and athletically, ''said Moultrie. He added,''l'm
looking forward to the athletes doing
a better job.''

basketball team also has joined the

the players came from Charles Coun-

1

Clemons, a 29-ycar-old native of
Durham, N.C. , came to Howard in
1980 as a sports information
specialist . He was officially narned
sports information director in
January of 1983,.after serving several
months as acting director .

•

Set
Stanley Verrett

venue chief on the Los Angeles
Olympic Organizing Committee's
1
(LAOOC) staff, was in charge of
managing the press operations for
boxing and traclc- and field .

Much of Clemons' new duties will
be similar to his job at Howard, like
writing press releases and dealin&
with various aspects of the media.
However. now he will be work.ina on
a much larger scope,
''This is an opportunity for me to
help more people.''said Clemons.

to see the team win the NCAA Track
and Field Championship,. or at k 11t
be a strong contender for the title. As
full-time coach, I will be able to
recruit the caliber of kids, that can
make this possible.''

'

\

'

He•d coach CynUU. DebDU:I

rocket spike; and Tracey Smith, a
fo rmer all-conference and all-region
first team pick who was MVP of the
C harles County team last year.
Five feet 8 inches La Donna
Washington is the other trai;isfer
player, hailing from Three Rivers
Community in Puxico, Mo ., where
she also was an all-region and allconferetlce selection.
The most promising incoming
freshman is Mildred Beam, an allcounty setter/ hitter who stands 5 feet
IO inches tall. She's from -T ampa,
Florida's King High School where she
helped lead her team.to a number two
state ranking in her senior year.

Coach Moultrie, a native of
Rockdale, Texas and a graduate of
Texas Southern University, has compiled an impressive record since come
ing to Howard in.J'1"13 . He has coached 47 All-Americas, all of whom have
graduated . Last year, eight Bison
trackstcrs qualified for the Olympic
trials . Three of them, Ruperta
Charles, Anton Skerritt and Richard
Louis took part in the games.

'

'

'(

r

Moultrie also helped long jumpers
Theresa Allen and
Brenda ·I
Bailey achieve All-America status
earlier this year.
However, Coach Moultrie made it
perfectly clear that the highlight of
his career came with his appc)intmcnt

to the U.S. Olympic Track and Field
Staff in 1984. Just recently, he was
chosen as national co-chairman for
sprints and relays in .the United
States.
With all of these accomplishments
behind him, one would think~that the
coacJl should be satisfied. He isn't.

.

.

Track he•d co•eb

'

WH•••• Mou.ltrie Joolgh,I for Imp ow

'

"

Booter -V eterans Retu17i Seeking flay-.O ff Bidn Price
_Hilltop r taff Report~r
Da

As the~ 19S,.S-86 soccer seasori
commences, ~oach Keith Tucker
is hopina that his team kicl. s certain objects. 'ick what you mighr
ask. Kick t}le tiall into the net? Yes
is the obvioul answer . Kick the

shorts off the opponents? "'laybe
that too; but there is one other
thing h~ ho~s his squad kickssome goals of lchievement during
the season. I
Coach Tuc~cr is excited about
this season and so is the rest of the
· team. So, how;does Coach Tucker
describe a ' teflm that he wants
everyone to ~? He uses the
following two errns: aw~ r·
~..,

attacking .
·

The Hooters want to improve
their 9-4-3 conference record of
last year. Coach Tucker feels his
team was overlooked for the
NCAA Tournament, and he plans
to prove that his team is a play-off
caliber team. In addition, he wants
to have a perfect season.

Coach Tucker feels that is possible because he has a veteran squad
returning._Over the past five years,
Tucker has coached teams in
which the word ''scnior''hardly
existed; but this year he has a
number of seniors and juniors
~unning the attack and protecting
!"'31.

I

•

-

gram my players to play a par. ticular way,''he said. ' 11 point out
the options and if there is an opportunity to make a forward pass
then the players will make a ·forward pass. It is like a game of
chess. ''

One such player is Phillip Oyau,
a senior forward. Last year Gyau
led the team with nine goals . He
should only improve this year, said
Tucker.
• Other ptayers with high pot~n
. tial are Nigel Grant, Ronald Simmons (5 soals). Peter Prom (4

goals),

1

Tucker also cites freshmen Carl
Calhoun and Barrinaton Wauon
as capable starters for this ICISOn.

toes.

1

create'

will face touah opponents such as
our

George Mason, American and

weaknesses, "he said. But he added that he feels his players can
adapt to any situation on the rleld.
One clement that will definitely

Oeorac Wuhington Univenitics.
They will also face play-off teams
such u the University of Connecticut and Penn State University.

'0ur opponents

"

One question remained about
this season concernina the team's .·
home field situation. The Booten
will have no home aames at
Howard's stadium this year due

to possible stadium co~

But Tucker said it will not
bis team.

Tucker believes his team can accommplish its soals, but he knows
it will be no easy task . For example, 12 out of the 15 teams on this
year's schedule had winning
records last season. The Booters

"If the team has any weaknesses, ·
Coach Tucker said he Will figure
them out once season play starts.

.

David Sabir and Anton Skerritt.

assist the Rooters in their quest for
an outstanding season is the
player's ability to run quickly in
one-on-one situations. He stresses
that his team is very quick on its ·

Coach Tucker said he will not
approach each game with the same
game plan in mind. ''I don't pro-

Based on the summer performances of some of the players,
TuckCr said he has a few players
that may lead in the quest for
victory .

'

.

. The Booten plan to play all

scheduled home pm es at Turkey
Thicket field, 'ocated at 10th
S!Rct-and Mtcbjpn A-11e, NW

.t

Tucker thinks thll tbe res:'s *'
field is probably the best lleld bis
7

team could play on. Tucker
pointed out -tbat moot or the
tcam's pmcs will be~.., Ibo:
road anyway,
-

•

•

·

•
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Univers ty clinics
'
The orthopedic clinic is open

continued from pq:e 4

twice weekly: on Wed esdays
from 8:30. to 11:00 a.m. and on
Thursdays from 12:30 to :30 p.m.
by appointment only. Ort opedics
is concerned prirnarlily w th bone
.. formation, spinal pl-oblems and
back pains.
.
The university pharm~cy, open

I

''The waiting time in our pharmacy is now down to ten mi nu' M, ''
said Garrett.
All medications, except contraceptives, are free . The two staff
stock the shelves, and are willing
to answer any questions.

of what's available to you in sick-

licensed by the Distric of Columbia and is compltBnt w'th existing federal laws. But th~re is an

versity Health Services. For more

accompli ~ hment .

.

And there you have it: a listing
ness and in health from the Uni-

•

SEPT.
HEAT
WAVE

pharmacists fill prescriptions and

from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m ., is now

, even greater

·

.

information or to obtain a more
comprehensive guidebook, drop by
the health center.

.

•

a

Howard student. •watt &be arriYal

po~nt

Unity s rong
continued from p111e 12

While it's obviQ.us that ~he Bison
possess more than enough t~lent, the
coaching staff feels that its rl:al strong
point is team unit}', something that
just wasn't there last year
''There was a lot of tale t on last
year's team; there's a lot o talerit ori
this year's team,'' says coaching
assistant Andrea Kelly, a fOur-year
·ve1eran of Bison \'o\leyba I herself.
But the difference is their 11itudes.
Kelly said.,·' In volleyball everyone
has to work together to ake it a ll
,work. Attitudes WQn't be problen1
this year. These girls have ery good
attitudes as far as vol cyball is
concerned.
·It is the combina ion of
1
togetherness and talent t at makes
Debnam exude confidenee very time
she mentions her team. Sh .said her
team will once again be he frontrunner in the MEAC, bu1 he also is
quick to note that conference play is

I

of the echool'a ahuttle bll8M to
relieve them

•

.no cakewalk .
''We play good, strong teams.
We 've won the conference tournament 1wo years in a row, but it got
progressively harder. And with
Delaware S1ate and Coppin State
coming into the co nference , the
,. MEAC should get~ better," she said
noting that the new teams will qualify
the MEAC teams for consideration
in NCAA toUrnament play, since the
conference is now lar~e enou~h.
Debnam said that Mo rgan State
'''ill be the Bison's chief rival, but also
a11ticipates strong challenges from
Delaware State and North Carolina
AT&T. But whome\'er the opponent ,
she s"ays all syste ms are go for the
season qhead .
''We're goi11g to do so me new
1l1ings this year. We're going to make
vol leyba ll here exciting. We really
v.•ant to represent Ho v.•ard.'' said
Debnam .

•

A. Hudlon.IHilltop &.a1f Pboqnpbtr
•

•

Workshop address
Continued from page 7
many issues which do not affect
them directly, but as Matabane
stated, everything that happens in

Africa, specifically South Africa,
is directly related to what happens
here , in the Black community.
Lisa Williams, who attends the
•

National Cathedral School and
was a participant in the program,
said, ''He made me think about the

Lette s to the Editor
must be submitted typed,
dou le spaced and
betwee11 300 - 500 words
each londay by 5· p.m.

the program . A gOod journalist
must read internationa1 politics,
know more than one language,
question, strive t f> understand

everything, be able to defend what
one has written and mUst not Create news fu get ahead but rather
write what one sees, he said.
Kerri Thompson, a participant

U.S. and our relationship with

in the program who attends Wilson High School, said, "Matabane

South Africa .''

is a very dynamic and powerful

Matabane had many suggestions for the aspiringjournalista in

speaker. He speaks with much authority and truth.''

•

South African miners
•
supported by unions
continued from page 7

L

the rally .

The AFL-CIO, whose members
have t.aken part in the protests at
the South African embassy , in an
exeCutive council policy statement, has called on the U .S. government to implement SlJnctjc;>ns

Calhoun breaks in .Q uad
•

continued from pa&t I

ed, then I don't think anything

will happen."
Tate offered a suggestion that
would prevent strangers from
enterine and leaving the Quad.
"I ·think all malee that enterc
should have to report to the
security officer. leave their

names and state' their business,
because anyone an sneak
around these cornerS and take ·
someone up to their rooms,'' she

said.
''More security n'eeds to be ·

poeted out in front of the Quad, I
think that.will deter them from
trying to get inside," she added .

'
.

against South Africa.

''Change must

''A tough sanction would go a
long way toward bringing pres ~
sure to bear on the South African
government to change its racist

conie

practice of apartheio." said AFL-

fr om with in ...
0

1

1
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Professor of Military Science• Douglass Hall• Rm20 A• Howard Unlve1slty •Washington, O.C. 20059 • 636-6784
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•
CIO Secretary-Treasurer Thomas
R . Donahue before a U .S. congressional committee studying
pending legi'S lation involving
'l ne Biack ::SOutn African trade
sanctions against the Pretoria unions, which were legalized in
government.
1979, have been at the forefront of
''It is not enough to bring ex- the protest move~ent within
ternal pressure to bear on the South Africa. Many ef the labor
South African government," ' union leaders have been imDonahue sa'id . ''C hange must prisoned or have suffered deaths
come from Within . But such under ''myste rious circumstchange will not come un less. the ances.''

leadership and management abilities.
Enro lling can benefit you in other \\' 3}' S. There
are .full -tuitio n scholarships available . A11d fi11an cia! assistance . Up to $1.COO a year during your l:ist
rwo years in the program .
Enroll today. And step out of college and into
die uniform of an Army nur.sc . You '\I like thl· \\'a)' Ir
makes you Jcx,k . And love the \\·ay it makes }'OU fee\'_
fur more information. contact your Proft•ssor
of Military Science.

••

-•

0

\·Vhen }'<)ll l.x.'Cl<tn1c :111 Ar111y nurse, you 're
it11 n1ediatcl}' gi \ 'Ctl the kind llf responsibiliry most
ci\ ilian nl1rx•s \V()rk }'ears ft1r.
·
\.\l hy ! Because chat u11ifllrn1 s,;1ys you're nlore
th;111 ;111urse. YL1u"rl· an Arrny (1fficer. too.
Nl)l l1nl}' \\·ill }'t)U l"X' rL'Spt.111siblc for pro,•iding
patients \\"ith the best health (<l rl.' JX-lSSible, you"ll also
be responsible f1lr i11srrL1Ct111g tlthers in hov. best
to :1dminister it.
Thar's \\•h;11 11 111l·;111s tl1 l)t' :i110fficer in the
Arn1y NLJTSt' c()TJ'"IS tANCl . T(l ha11tile the po~itintl
takes training. ThL· kind you gl'l i11 Army ROTC .
ROTC is th(' college program that rrains you
to becon1e an officer. B}· helping you develop your

I

democratic forces within South
Africa-pre-eminently the Black
trade union movement-are able
to org·anize and effectively
represent the will of the majority."

-
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General··
•

•

Services
•

The Frederic~· Douglass Honor
Society in the SChool of Communications will hol~ its first meeting on
Monday, Septf 9th at 6:00 p.m. in
room B201 .
II members please
attend!!!
The Women o [Alpha Chapter, Delta
.Sigma Theta S6rority Inc ., invites all
freshman and interested women to
Proselyte Day "Delta .shaped to its
purpose''. Sunday, :sept . 8 at 4:00
p.m: at The \jallcy (in front of the
school of phanmacy)

•

The Quest Poetry Series in conjunction with the African Studies and
Research Program invites you to the
Q.P.S. Second Annual Salute to
Leadership and Liberation on Tuesday, September 17, 1985, from 6 to ,
10 p.m. in the East Ballroom of the
Blackburn Center. The Southern
African Support (SASP), the
Palestine Human Rights Campaign
and the Arab-American Cultural
Foundation will speak or present
film / slide presentations and cultural
inner-attainment will be provided by
the Q.P .S. poets and a variety of
other artists. Come join us.

Wo~en!

Looking for more support
and understanding in yo·u life? Join
u.s at the first Christian Women's Rap
Session of the Seymour Pentecostal
Fellowship of Howard U., Sat. Sept.
7, at 9:00 a.m. at Seymour House.,
100 Bryant St. N.W. (232-5918).
Seminar leader will be the dynamic
Christian· Wome 's Leader, Bett y
' Lancaster Short .

,I

Attention! All Students·! une in to
H oward's own student-run Radio
Station WHBC 830 AM. On air
beginning Thursday, September 12,
9 a .m. - midnight daily. Contact:
Emmett Thompson at 387-1371.

Sofabed--Full size brown and beige
plaid, $150/ negotiable . Call Kenny
or Yvonne after 5:30 p.m. at
(301)445-6672.

The Ladies of l lpha Chapter, Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. -invite all . Hurry, don't wait! We're making
interested pers"ons to attend A
Culture S¢rics, ''Child Care for money <;nd need new distributors to
share our success. If you're enWorking Pare~t s . ''It will be held on
thusia1ic, self-mo1iva1ed and goal
September 8th] at 4:30 p.m. in the
orient ed. call M:1r\•in Sau11d ers on
Blackt>urn Center Forum .
449·3220.

, . I

.Alpha Chaple\, Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc . announces its annual
Sadie Yancey l Essay Contest for
freshman womCn. Theme: In ill
things purely social we can be as
separate as1he fingers, yet one in all
things esscntiaJ to mutual progress.
Discuss in 5~ Words or less, how
this statement relates to employment
education, an~ Cfllpowcrment . Cash
@ward. For further details, contact
Karen Addisqn at 797-7399. Due
Sept . lOth by ~ p.m . Turn in essays
to room 177W Bethune Hall .

'
i '

•
j

.

·

•

HUCAA: Ho\fard Universily Communications Alumni Association will
be presenting !a student scholarship
award on Sept( 11 , 1985 . It will be at
Wl;IMM-TV Qhannel 32 in St.udio b.
7:00 p.m. - 8:<\0 p.m . Cocktail hour .
8:00 p.m. - 9!00 p.m. presentation
For addition~ information contact :
Rhonda Monroe, 829-8960.
Callit'ig All Cars!! Calling All Cars! !
Be on the loo~ out for dirt, .grime and
plain filth, thd three notorious car attackers. To cOmbat these assailants,
we suggest the First Annual
Marketing Club Car Wash! Satur.:
day, Sept.7 a ' the engineering park"L
ing lot from I a.m. to S p.m . Pricej
is $3.00.

•

I

Attention : tudent Recruitment
Workshop. Faculty, Staff and
Students. Persons interested should
report on the following days: Faculty/Staff onl)I on September I Ith in
Room 148 / 1 ~0 in Blackburn Center
from 2:00 P·fll· -4:00 p .m . Students
only on September 17 and 19th in
room 148/ 150 in Blackburn Center
from 6:30 -9;00 p.m. On September
20th in the Blackburn Center Forum
from 6:30 -9!00 p.m. Students must
att~nd all thl ee days.
.

I

'

'

The Brothers of · Phi Be~a Sigma
Fraternity Inc . invite all to their
Splash Party to be held tomorrow
Sat. Sept. 7, 1985 . Admission is free.
"I:he Blue wave ..Party starts at 7:00
p.m. and ends at 10:00 p.m. To be
held at the Burr Gym Pool. Blue
Phi!!! Music by the Love Squad.

The
Undergraduate
Student
Assembly's Annual Calendar ''Views
of the Past-Visions of the Future'' is
avai lable nOw in Rm. 110 of the
Blackburn Center and in various student council offices.
Faculty, Studenls cas~ for books
TAJ Book book service. Tim Jones
722-0701. .
.
.•

'.

·Personals
To The Sandbridge Beach Bums of
1985 : A thousand thank you would
not be enough to let you know how
aP.prcciative I am to you all for making my 21st Birthday a moSt enjoyable one. Please believe me with ,
all sincerity when I say from the bottom of my heart that I truly ''LOVE
YOU • BEAUTIFULS"!! Thanks
again and again and my God con- '
tinue to Bless all of you . They call.me
Shenac. A-Here we go... Come
on . .. . !!!!!

HAPPY HOUR!! HAPPY HOU R! !
The School of Business and Public
Administration Student Council will
·be having a ''Happy Hour '' at the
Howard Inn , Friday, September 6th,
from 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. LIVE
DceJay!!!
The Tennessee Club will be having a
meeting, Tuesday September 10 in
Douglass Hall, Rm . 126 at 7:00 p.m .
ATTENTION: All studenls whowish
to become actively involved in
politics, or who want to just find out
more about the palitical process,
come to the first meeting of the College Young Democrats, Thursday,
Sept. 12, Douglass Hall, Room 116.
The CYD's, ''the best party in
town.''

Yvette, Happy B-day to both of you.
Stay sweet and keep close. ''Got
Plans'' Love Ya, Sammy S.

'The Martin Luther King Jr . Forensics All Hilltopics
Society will be having an introductory
meeting on Sept. 18th, Wed., in the
must be in by
·or Communications Bldg.,
multipurpose room (252). Sutdents
5:00 p.m.
interested in the debate team and the
individual events team are invited.
Tuesday every
Questions-Call Ms. Joni Jones
636-6711.
.
•
week, typed·
ATTENTION!! All Political Science
and double ·
majors ·and minors, the Political
Science Society will be meeting on
spaced.
Wednesday, Sept. 11, at 4:00p.m. in

\
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·Girts------------------------ I

VISA and Mouereard the
r:ndit COl'ds TOM d.-rre Dlld ne.d lw--ID-BOOr.5

-DEPARTM£NT.STORES-TUmON-ENT£11TAJNMENT

-£MIAGENCYCUH-11CIXTS-R£STAURAJ.7S
M0Tf1 S GAS-CAA AENTALS-REPAJPS

-AND 10 BU11.D YOUR CREDO JV.11NG!
This Js the Clfldit oord inlonaotioli J:it stvd.nts bo"
been~ about in publieotxuu lrcitrrcoast to

Suits by Harve Benard----;::..
Dresses by Nicole Mier_.._
Note Cards ___________
•

coo.t and incl11da SPECIAL STUDENT APPLJCAT10NS
lor Mos•rcord 6 v,so os well as other nobonal
cbwoe C'Old1.. Approval obaduteJy gUC10nt.«i JO

I

6:30 pm ' RM.

All Hilllopici must be in by 5:00 p.m.
Tuad1y every week, typed and double llJICed. I
.

,

Open 7 Days a Week

HA VE BEEN TUNrt.D DOWN BEFORF1

The D. Par)!.e Giboon Chap. of the
Public Relations Student Society
of America will bold ita lat fall
lneeting on MONDAY, SEPI'. 9tb

FOR SALE:i A folding bookease in
excellent condition, ready to paint,
orisin•l priG< $45 askina $30. A
wicker multi-purpose storage unit
ideal for ster~ equipment, clothing,
etc. Owned for only 3 months (approx. 3'x2Yi'i'). Oriainal price $12S,
uklna $7S. INTERESTED? Call
Sandra or Robert at 332·S380.

'

•

cr•dit cord• in th• world ... Vi•a and Mo•t•rco~d cr•dit
cards.~"in )'.011rnomeM EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN CRilJ!T or

A'l'tENTION AIJ ; PR
.
MAJORSII .

SOON1!!

•

•

•'

-HOTF.r 5

SEND ONE YOUR LOVE IS COM·
ING

Continued from page 5
4.oout the room, dragging their cables into the. preparation and that he had
Federalist papers.
,
and equipment with them wherever it clear in his mind how he wanted tO
Bennett talked about the papers, they went. As one press member direct the ooune." Ja 1 jib R· I,
the treaties in which the founding described the turnout." It must be 16, thought Bennett ''l:avC a &ooif
lecture ... ( enjoyed the . lecture ...i
fathers defended the then new Con- the only show in town.''
stitution of the United States, in great
The students and the secretary, learned a lot." When asked wbelbef
detail. He spoke of the liberty and ho'Yever, were able to overcome the he felt the secretary's appearance WU
different opinions that a number of press and the classroom's heat and mainly for public relations pw poaes~
the leaders of the period hJ:ld. Ben- humidity . At the conclusion of his Razza said, ''He is a gladiator in the
ne~t ~aid, ''wh~n yo~ have 1tlifferent
speech the secretary commended the public arena. In that arena your big·
OJ?If1:10ns.• you re 8. 01ng to fiave con- classroom members on their ''pa- gest weapon is P.R.; it was good P.R.
for him." Razza added, ''It ii to •
fl1ct, " us1ng that line of re~soning to tience.''
justify the need for order and a U.S.
After the session, many of those certain extent a public relations veJti..
Constitution. Ti}roughqut the·. Ice- questioned gave the secretary high cle . .. he did teach, and I did learn.'•
When asked why Bennett chose
ture, Bennett encouraged participa- marks on his lecture. The rCgular
tiort and comments from the stlldcnts teacher who listened to the secretary's Bannek~r as one of his stops, StePon the points he was making.
presentation, said it is hard to judge toe replied, ''I have no idea.'' But
The secrc:,tary and the students a teacher on one class session, ad- 16-year-old Raymond Sallay said that·
were able .to conduct class normally · ding, '' You really need a sequence of he thinks Bennett chose Banneker
despite the numerous distractions ~lasses ~o grade a tc,acher. '' However, because "he has heard about our prothe classroom provided by the many in grading Bci:inctt s l~ture, Steptoe gram. I guess he thinks it's good."
mctnbers of the press.
•. said he would ''give him an A or A The program Sallay speaks of is Ban,
' •
minu s'' and added that ·''in terms of neker's ~ollege placement record
Press in attendance included ·televi- conveying the material·and enga$ing which has a 100 percent track recor~
Jlennett is scheduled to make eighl
sion crew members . T.V., radio, and "the students in the lesson, he did a
newspaper reporters, and a horde of. fine job.'' Steptbc, who has been a more stops at high schools around the
photographers representing most, if teacher for 28 years, added 4that nation . One of the schools, Concord
not all, Washington's major media students in the advanced composition High School in Concord, New
outlets. Throughout the session, one · class that Bennett lectured to ''would Hampshire, is .the home of Christa
was forced to listen to the sccrCtary's proba'bly be a bit more active' ' under McAuliffe who has been selected to
• be the first teacher to fly aboard the
lecture over the constant clicking of norrnal classsroom situations.
a photographer's camera ~ or the
Dan Levine, a 16-ycar-old- in the space shuttle Challenger. Bennett will
sound of a video tape cartridge be- class also had words of praise for the lecture a class which would have been
ing snapped into a machine. Othtr. ~reta.ry. ''I think he did a v~ry good ~taught by McAuliffe were she not On
camera crews constantlv ~uffled Job. It was clear he put a lot of time leave for her training as an astronaut.

•
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B-21 Douglass Hall . All old and new
members encouraged to attend .
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Phi Beta Lambda - Future Business
Leaders of ~erica invites you to
meet the ch~pter Wednesday, Sei)t.
II, 1985 at 5:30 p.m. in Room 216
of the School of Business.

I'

•

Walt*lglon, D.C. 20001
(202) 234-7505

Now yo11 co.a ho'f• two oJ tile mo•t recogn,:.ed ond occep/ea·

@
l~, BLACKBURN CENTER. YOU WOULD
WANT TO BE THERE.

Bennet visits Banneker

•

''Top.Line Designer's
Fashions
.
at. BQttom Line Savings''
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